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A STRONG PRODUCT AND A
STRONG FUTURE
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Every now and then it is necessary to take a look back so that you
can again look ahead. Jasopels started in a 60 square meter workshop and a small tent warehouse, back in 1998. We have undergone
a rapid development in the past 20 years, and are today the biggest
and most innovative supplier of the pelting machines on the market.

CATALOGUE 2020

Why is it so important to look back? When we have to face market challenges in the mink industry, it is crucial to remember that
this market is subject to global trends as far as both production and
demand are concerned. Looking from a historical perspective, the
experience shows that the mink market has its dynamics and will
come back strong.
What never changes is the demand for quality and good craftsmanship, both delivered by mink breeders in collaboration with us, Jasopels. That makes a difference.
choic
e

opel
s.dk
•w

pels.dk

ww.ja
sope

ls.dk

Our cooperation with mink breeders has in the past two years enabled us to make upgrades to nearly all of our models. Some of them
are already in use at our customers’ farms and pelting centers. Let
me just name Wrap Machine Maxistretch T5 which was upgraded
to T6. We have sold over 250 upgrades in the last two seasons proving that this is an investment that pays off.
I have been in the company since 1998; since 2004 working as the
head of our foreign department with my main responsibilities being
the production of the machines and farm inventory. In May 2004 I
was named the CEO of the whole company and received a warm
welcome from our customers in the country as well as abroad.
I believe there is a clear recipe for a strong future. We must have a
strong product and mink breeders will deliver a good pelting job.
Enjoy the catalogue!

Casper Spanner
CEO
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FARM ARTICLES

FARM ARTICLES
Product description

Item no.

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

30500013

1

Knife, Gillette, regular

5,40

30500011

2

Knife blade, Paragon no. 23, small

0,40

30500005

3

Knife, Dick model 2259-6

20,70

30500006

4

Knife, Dick model 4070-4

19,50

30500020

5

Paw scissors SX 10

59,50

30500021

6

Cutting edge for scissors SX 10

26,80

30500022

7

Stopper for SX 10, nylon

30500014

8

Manual flesher with two handles

30500015

9

Knife f/tail flesher with counterweight, 5 pcs.

11

12

NEW!

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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3,95
93,00
6,70

30500016 10

Rapid steel action

12600002 11

Moving trap, 5 x 5, with new locking fastenings

20,00

12600004 12

Catching trap, wire, 1 x 1

18,20

12600114 13

Catching trap 1 x 1 Super size XXL

26,90

12600029 14

Catching tong/pliers, female

57,50

12600053 15

Farm rake, Galax, 15 teeth, adjustable

54,00

118,30

12600052		 Farm rake, 16 teeth, width 60 cm

39,00

12600028 16

73,70

Catching net with steel frame

12600025		 Net for catching net

10

Price

25,00

33900025 17

Bucket holder with 3 wheels

12500013 18

Parvocide disinfectant 5 l.

88,00

12500018 19

Kickstart disinfectant 10 l.

135,00

12500020 20

Disinfection mat Soft 60 x 90 cm

63,00

12500021		 Disinfection mat Soft 90 x 90 cm

93,00

12600111 21

Mink comb, medium

11,50

12600112 22

Mink comb, fine

11,50

30500024 23

Plastic bag, clear, 60 x 120 super strong (100 pcs)

75,00

12400051 24

Disposable boot cover (25 pairs)

14,60

270,00

FARM ARTICLES

GLOVES
Item no.

Product description

Price

12400033

1

Working glove, Europa

12,56

12400037

2

Working glove, Classic artic

19,60

12400024

3

Working golve Ninja Maxim, size 7

1,90

12400025		 Working glove Ninja Maxim, size 8

1,90

12400026		 Working glove Ninja Maxim, size 9

1,90

12400027		 Working glove Ninja Maxim, size 10

1,90

12400078

4

Blue Star Signal Winter gloves (min. 12 pairs) size 10

12400061

5

Glove Jasopels no. 285, right, long shaft, white, size 10,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

7,95
29,50

		 (25,50 eur /qty above 6 pcs)
12400062

6

Glove Jasopels no. 285, left, long shaft, white, size 10

29,50

		
(25,50 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400063

7

Glove Jasopels no. 285, right, short shaft, white, size 10

25,50

		
(23,00 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400064

8

Glove Jasopels no. 285, left, short shaft, white, size 10

25,50

		
(23,00 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400065

9

Glove Jasopels no. 283, left, long shaft, white, size 10

17,50

		
(16,00 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400066 10

Glove Jasopels no. 283, left, long shaft, white/brown,

17,50

		 size 10, (16,00 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400067 11

Glove Jasopels no. 283, right, short shaft, white/brown,

16,00

		 size 10, (14,50 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400068 12

Glove Jasopels no. 283, left, short shaft, white/brown,

16,00

		 size 10, (14,50 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400081 13

Glove Jasopels, no. 565, right

20,50

		 size 10, (16,90 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400082 14

Glove Jasopels, no. 565, left

20,50

		 size 10, (16,90 eur/qty above 6 pcs)
12400075 15

Working glove BlueStar (min. 12 pairs)

0,50
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FARM ARTICLES

VACCINATION
Item no.

Product description

Price

30700002

1

Vaccination gun, Shooter 2 ml.

33,65

30700005

2

Cylinder and gasket for Shooter

10,15

30700006

3

Bottle holder for Shooter

17,20

30700003

4

Tube system and bottle holder

12,45

30700004

5

Quick lock (metal)

12600032

6

Nail scissors, model 7803

6,10

1

2

3

4

5

6

25,00

FLEA CONTROL
Item no.

Product description

Price

12100005

1

Permaforte, 10 l.

270,00

12100004

2

Bioinsect, 750 ml.

21,65

12100002

3

Loppex, 5 kg

115,00

12100003

4

Dimilin, 5 kg

215,90

12100011

5

Fly poison, Agita WG, 1 kg

167,30

1

2

4

5

3

FARM ARTICLES
Product description

Item no.
12500016

1

Bags for disposal, clear

Price
2,10

30700019

2

Stackable packaging box, white

28,70

12600034

3

Scales, without holder, 0-30 kg

580,50

12300068

4

Cage numbers with bar code, 50 pcs. per sheet

9,80

5

Breeding cards, male, 1 year

0,10

6

Breeding cards, female, 1 year

0,10

7

Cards for puppies

0,10

8

Breeding cards, 4 years

0,10

9

Feeding spoon

12600049
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

32,30

HOMEPAGE

GET AN OVERVIEW OF WWW.JASOPELS.COM
We are always very happy to advise and meet our customers face
to face to find the right solutions and products for them. Using our
Jasopels website you can get inspiration for solutions that will help
you in your work on the farm.
The site presents all our products with descriptions and informative illustrations, as well as relevant news about current events,
courses, open house days and thematic days.
Jasopels is an internationally oriented company and therefore
the site, besides Danish, is also available in English and Polish. Remember that in our webshop you can order spare parts and farm
items 24 hours a day all year round.
Manuals for all products
At Jasopels we send manuals with each machine that we sell and
we keep updating our documentation. In the unlikely event that
you received a machine without an attached manual, you can always find it on our website.

Go to www.jasopels.com and click "Manuals". You will see the manuals for all machines. The advantage of using an online manual is
that you will always find its latest version.
Second-hand machines
If you need a machine, and you could do with a second-hand one,
it’s worth checking out our second-hand machine directory that
can be found on our website. We update it continuously, so it’s
good to keep an eye on the content.
You may use our website to find the person from our staff that
you want to talk to. Here there is all contact information including
their picture and e-mail. It could, for example, be a member of our
sales team, who is always ready to provide answers to your questions and can meet you any time.
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FEEDING COMPUTER

THE NEW JASOPELS FEEDING COMPUTER FOR TABLETS AND SMARTPHONES
Varenr. 40200171

JASOPELS WIRELESS FEEDING COMPUTER
Price excl. assembly and joystick EUR

2.290,00

NEW

Joystick Price EUR

443,00

A FEEDING COMPUTER WITH MANY
ASSETS!
A new edition of our well-known feeding computer
FarmAssist is ready.
One of its many benefits is that the new feeding computer
is operated by a portable tablet or a smartphone rather than
a fixed computer.
Add a joystick to your purchase and you will be able to
operate the computer without having to take your hand off the
feeding hose to switch between the programs on the computer.
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FEEDING MACHINES

JASOPELS FEEDING MACHINE
Jasopels Feeding machines to suit your needs
At Jasopels we have feeding machines that adapt to their tasks and
your needs. All machines are easy to clean and maintain on a daily
basis and they are designed to be easy to service. In addition, you
may also choose from our wide range of additional equipment for
individual machines.

Jasopels Feeding machines have been on the market for many
years and are well known by farmers worldwide. They have been
improved and developed over the years, and we will continue to
make them even better to meet the requirements and high expectations accompanying this machine series.
If you would like to know more about the Jasopels feeding machines, you can simply ask your colleagues from the business, or best,
contact Jasopels for more details and a potential demonstration.

ITEM NO. 40100004

Jasopels Feeding Machine 700
with mixer, water tank and 700 l.
feed bin

A LOT OF
POSSIBILITIES FOR
BUYING EXTRA
EQUIPMENT!

Price EUR

24.315,00
JASOPELS FEEDING MACHINE 700
Feeding Machine 700
Jasopels Feeding Machine 700 is the right machine on a farm where
there is a need for high maneuverability in a compact solution of a
machine with a mixer. The machine is very easy to use, even in small

spaces. By tipping the seat and the bonnet it is easy to service. Feeding tank may be effortlessly tilted forward and allows easy access for
daily cleaning and service. Jasopels Feeding Machine 700 can hold
700 liters of feed and is equipped with a 26 BHP Kubota 1105 3-cylinder engine.

Specifications

Technical data

4-way adjustable seat

Engine		 26 BHP KUBOTA 1105. 3 cyl. water-cooled diesel

Servo-steering, small turning radius, easy to maneuver

Transmisson		 Fully hydraulic, 40 l. tank with oil cooler

Turning radius 230 cm

Diesel tank		 40 l.

Tiltable feed tank

Feeding Pump		 Steplessly adjustable XL gear wheel pump

Mixer.

Feed tank		 Stainless steel, 700 l, with mixer

Water dosage

Water tank		 Stainless steel, 50 l.

Lawn pattern on wheels

Measurements		 L: 255 cm W: 87 cm H: 147 cm
		 Seat height 152-160 cm, sitting height 109-116 cm,
		 Tank height 147 cm
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LESS WASTE AND MORE ENERGY
Using new Jasopels 950 feeding machine, Ejgil Markussen
has obtained bigger capacity, ergonomics and more power
for daily work
Ejgil Markussen has bought a Jasopels 950 feeding machine with
a mixer and Farmassist software. It is an investment which has many
advantages.
I have 2250 females on my farm, and thanks to the capacity of
the feeding machine and mixer, I use twice less petrol than before.
At the same time the vehicle is a four wheel drive and simply has
more power, he says.
Even though the feeding machine is bigger in all dimensions,
the transition was very smooth.
I am really surprised how easy it is to drive the machine, especially in a hall with little space to manoeuvre. And it is easy to keep it
clean, Markussen remarks.
No more feed spills
The new function of the machine is the possibility for the pump
to work backwards when it reaches the end of the row on the
standard portioning programme.
The machine does not release excess feed on the ground or on
the spillage tray, which is a really great function. We have tried another feeding machine, where we had to empty the spillage tray all
the time. So this is the best solution, emphasizes Markussen.
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When the pump is working backwards, there is no pressure in
the hose, which prevents spillage. Another great feature is a new
and smaller hose end, which makes it easier to make a smaller feed
blob and get appropriate feed portions. Especially with young animals, this gets rid of the need to scrape excess feed later on, says
Ejgil Markussen.
He also estimates that the precise dosage makes it easier to flush
the mink.
Ergonomic armrest is easy on the back
Ejgil Markussen and his assistant feed the animals twice daily, except during the growing season when you have to feed four times a
day. This is where the ergonomic armrest helps.
- In general, Jasopels Feeding Machine 950 is comfortable to sit
on. On concrete or smooth walkways you simply drive ahead, says
Ejgil Markussen. In the past, his arm would often be sore because of
the body posture during feeding.
- My arm certainly is much better compared to how it was before, when I had to sit and hold the hose all the time. The other feed
machines have always caused pain in my arm, but this one is much
better because of the armrest. It really makes a difference, says Ejgil
Markussen

FEEDING MACHINES

JASOPELS FEEDING MACHINE 950
Jasopels FEEDING MACHINE 950
Jasopels Feeding Machine 950 can hold 950 liters of feed and is our
smallest articulated feeding machine. The machine is equipped
with a 26 BHP Kubota 1105 3-cylinder engine, which makes its nose
slightly shorter and thus more maneuverable. This makes the machine able to get everywhere around the farm. In addition, the ma-

chine is equipped with 4-wheel drive. The tank is equipped with
a mixer and may be tilted to the side, and therefore it is incredibly
easy to clean. The feeding pump is installed in the tank and is designed to be extremely user-friendly. At the same time the machine
has an effective cooling system used in larger machines. Overall, the
advantage of this feeding machine is that it has a proven design in
all its parts and therefore it is simple to operate and service.

A LOT OF
POSSIBILITIES FOR
BUYING EXTRA
EQUIPMENT!

ITEM NO. 40100007

Jasopels Feeding Machine 950 articulated,
with mixer, water tank and 950 l. feed bin.

Price EUR

27.015,00
Feed bin side tilt

Centralized lubrication system
ITEM NO. 50100161

Centralized lubrication system
ITEM NO. 50100161

Additionally paid accessory

Additionally paid accessory

Specifications

Technical data

Turning radius 165 cm

Engine		 26 BHP Kubota V1105 3-cyl. water-cooled diesel

4 WD Lawn Pattern on all 4 wheels

Transmission		 Fully hydraulic, 40 l. tank with oil cooler

4-way adjustable seat

Steering		Servo

Water dosage

Diesel tank		 40 l.

Maintenance friendly and movable feed tank with quick coupling

Feeding pump		 Steplessly adjustable XL gear wheel pump

to the feed hose

Feed tank		 Stainless steel, 950 l.

Mixer

Water tank		 Stainless steel, 50 l.
Measurements		 L: 325 cm. W.: 92 cm. H.: 155 cm.
		 Seat height 150-158 cm, sitting height 107-115 cm
		 Tank height 155 cm
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JASOPELS FEEDING MACHINE 1500
Jasopels Feeding Machine 1500 - 1320 litres/1520 litres
Jasopels Feed Machine 1500 is our bestselling feeding machine,
which is available in two tank sizes where only the height and thus
the feed capacity is different. If you want comfort during its operation, this machine is an obvious choice, with air suspension seat and
a hydraulic foot pedal, which gives a very dynamic but smooth driv-

ing. Model 1500 has, just like model 2000, a reinforced driveline
around the mixer with a duplex chain and sprockets as well as
stronger axle and bearings. This model is equipped with the wellknown 36 BHP Kubota V1505 4-cylinder engine, which provides a
quick start and good acceleration.
Jasopels 1500 feeding machine is the right choice if you want comfort during a long working day on the machine.

ITEM NO. 40100010

Jasopels Feeding Machine 1500
articulated with mixer,
water tank and 1320 l feed bin.

Price EUR

31.075,00
ITEM NO. 40100012

Jasopels Feeding Machine 1500
articulated with mixer,
water tank and 1520 l feed bin.

A LOT OF
POSSIBILITIES FOR
BUYING EXTRA
EQUIPMENT!

Feed bin side tilt

Jasopels Feeding pump Heavyline

Price EUR

32.420,00
36 BHP Kubota V1505 Engine

Additionally paid accessory
Specifications

Technical data

Turning radius 280 cm

Engine		 36 BHP Kubota 1505, 4 cyl. water cooled diesel.

4WD, traction tires on all 4 wheels

Transmission		 Fully hydraulic, 55 l. oil tank with oil cooler

4-way adjustable, air-cushioned seat

Diesel tank		 55 l.

New Kubota 1505 low-emission engine

Feeding Pump 		 Steplessly adjustable XL gear wheel pump

Oil cooler

Feed tank 		 1320 l. or 1520 l. stainless steel feed tank with mixer

Improved mixer

Water tank		 Stainless steel, 50 l.

Water dosage

Measurements		 1320 l: L: 380 cm W: 92 cm H.: 155 cm

Maintenance-friendly feed tank (tiltable to the side) with a quick-

		
Seat height 152-160 cm, Sitting height 109-117 cm, Tank height 169 cm

action coupling on the feeding hose between tractor and trailer

		 1520 l: L: 380 cm W: 92 cm H.: 169 cm
		
Seat height 152-160 cm, sitting height 109-117 cm, Tank height 155 cm
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FEEDING MACHINES

JASOPELS FEEDING MACHINE 2000
Jasopels FEEDING MACHINE 2000
Jasopels Feeding machine 2000 is ideal for a modern farm in need
of a large feed capacity and economic performance. This is a big
and powerful machine with a tiltable boogie which makes it very
stable and which will make the drive on uneven surfaces pleasant
and smooth - even with a full tank. Although there is the boogie
axle on the engine, the machine is very gentle on the ground, mainly because the pull is only on the front two wheels of the boogie.

This machine has a reinforced driveline around the mixer with a duplex chain and sprockets as well as stronger joint, axle and bearings.
The engine is a 44 BHP Kubota V1505 turbo 4-cylinder engine,
which has a large power reserve for daily work. With its modern design, the engine is also very economical and is probably the one
that will work most gently out of all our machines. Although the
tank is big, it is very easy to tilt to the side for cleaning or service. In
this model, the feed pump is attached to the tank and it moves
when the tank is tilted.

44 BHP

ITEM NO. 40100013

Jasoepels Feeding Machine
2000 articulated with mixer,
water tank and 2000 l. feed bin

A LOT OF
POSSIBILITIES FOR
BUYING EXTRA
EQUIPMENT!

Price EUR

37.825,00
Feed bin side tilt

44 BHP Kubota Engine

Tilting bogie

Specifications

Technical data

Turning radius 315 cm

Engine		 44 BHP Kubota V1505-Turbo, 4 cyl. water cooled diesel

4WD, with truck pattern on all six wheels, 12 layers of canvas

Transmission		 Full Hydraulic, 55 l. oil tank with oil cooler

4-way adjustable air steered seat

Diesel tank		 55 l

Kubota V1505-Turbo quiet engine with low emission figures

Feeding Pump		 Fluently adjustable XL toothed wheel pump.

Oil cooler.

Feed tank		 Stainless steel 2,000 l

Improved mixer

Water tank		 Stainless steel, 50 l.

Water dosage

Measurements		 L: 435 cm. W: 92 cm H: 169 cm. Seat height 152-160 cm,

Service friendly and movable feed tank with quick coupling to the feed hose

		 sitting height 109-117 cm. Tank height 169 cm

between the front and rear section.
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FARMMANAGER

HEALTHIER FARM AND SAVINGS IN WORK HOURS WITH FARM
MANAGER
With Jasopels Farm Manager it is possible for Fox Farm to steer
clear of overfeeding, get proper amount of feed and bring
mink to their optimal size
Some years ago Jens Peter Larsen from Fox Farm had a Farm Manager system installed on the feeding machine. His goal was to optimize feeding on the farm and maybe get a little more income because of better management.
– Farm Manager is ingenoius in the period of growth. Health control became easier. We have an impression that better management
of feeding has brought effect and we have gained some time, recounts Jens Peter Larsen.
They save approx. 1,5 hours a day.
– In the past it felt as if I was sitting on the feeeding machine all
day long. Not any more, states Jens Peter Larsen, who estimates that
now feeding takes between 2,5 and 3 hours.
No more overfeeding puppies
The new system has paid off especially during the puppy season.
– I think it is way easier to manage the feeding during the puppy
season. We have generally managed to avoid overfeeding the puppies in the past season, says Jens Peter Larsen.
When a female has a puppy, the new data is introduced into the
Farm Manager system.
– The system draws a curve with the amount of daily feed
increased by 2-3 %, and the feeding continues until the puppies are
taken away from the female. It is really smart, states Jens Peter Larsen.
Unlike other systems, Farm Manager is integrated with the feeding machine.
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– It is obviously a huge advantage that the whole system is close at
hand when you are sitting on the machine and you can e.g. click on
an icon with an animal which has eaten everything, says Jens P
 eter
Larsen.
Payback of investment within 1 year
Installation of the system has gone smoothly providing Jens Peter
Larsen with more freedom.
– Having Farm Manager I can easily ask an employee to feed because I am the one who decides about the amount of feed and not
the employee’s estimations, he says.
The system has a number of statistical functions; you can e.g
print out a list of dead animals. However, one of its most important
functions is the one which enables you to order feed for the next
dam based on the exact calculation of the predicted consumption.
– Now when I have Farm Manager I have an ongoing access to
the feed consumption data and I know exactly how much feed will
be used the following day. It’s a really smart system, says Jens Peter
Larsen.
Overall, he has no doubt that the system has so many advantages that the purchase paid for itself very quickly.
– The payback time in case of Farm Manager is only one year. We
have managed to reach bigger sizes in case of many skins and additionally, it has lots of other advantages.
Last but not least, everyone at Fox Farm is very satisfied with the
support they receive in relation to Farm Manager.
– Jasopels should be praised for putting all the necessary time
into introducing us to the system as well as for the follow-up,
emphasizes Jens Peter Larsen.

FARMMANAGER

Precision Overview Control Efficiency

BEST FEEDING SYSTEM IN THE WORLD
Jasopels has hit the bull’s eye with FarmManager, a feeding system capable of much more than feeding the animals individually and quickly.
Many mink farmers in Denmark as well as abroad today use Jasopels
FarmManager. We have thereby received a lot of feedback, which
has meant that our feeding system is now at such a high level that it
can meet the demands of all farms, regardless of size.
FarmManager can today be found on farms of 1,000 females up
to the largest of 50.000 females.

Product description

40200039		FarmManager
40200060		 Joystick for FarmManager

	Creates records of medicine, defects on the farm, and dead
animals
	A stable system that can withstand being knocked about,
frost, and water
	Fast and slow feeding in the same row with no pressing of
buttons necessary
	
Quick and easy adjustment of the amount of feed for each cage
	Program available in several languages

Call us and book an appointment for a demonstration.
Item no.

	The system automatically generates lists of sick animals.

	Fully automatic backup and multiple units that communicate
Price
6,740.00
810,00

and share data
	From the feeding machine, birth rate curves, medical
records, death records, kit number, feeding statistics, and

40200067		 FarmManager Center PC, incl. antenna

1.203,00

growth development can be set up without having to

40200036		 Medication dosage

1.750,00

connect other equipment

The price is without mounting / can be mounted on any brand

Can be installed on all known feeding machines
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FEEDING MACHINE

SPARE PARTS FOR FEEDING MACHINES
Product description

Item no.
50100022

1

4

2

5

3

6

11
10

13

16

19
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8

11

14

17

20

9

12

15

18

21

Seat MSG 75/521 N Air suspended, nappa

*

40200004		 Grammer seat with mechanical suspension

*

50100021		 Grammer cushion with heat

*

40200015

2

Ergonomic armrest incl. waste bucket

*

50200041		 Waste bucket Jasopels 600/700

*

50200040		 Waste bucket Jasopels 950/1500

*

40200076

3

Easy grip for feeding hose

*

50100067

4

Feeding hose, soft, blue

*

50100070		 Feeding sprout, Ø-40mm

*

50100071		 Feeding sprout, stainless

*

50100251		 Feeding sprout, stainless, small outlet

*

50200357

7

1

Price

5

Gasabsorber 200N for armrest

*

50200358		 Gasabsorber N300 for armrest with Feed Cutter

*

50200360		 Angle part for gasabsorber

*

50200003

6

Hose white 63 mm by feeding pump - 65 cm

*

50100144

7

Front cover for FarmAssist

*

40200041

8

Jasopels FarmAssist

*

50200252

9

Feeding computer S11

*

50200256		 Frame for S11

*

50100148		 Solid start relay for S11

*

40200171 10

Jasopels Wireless Feeding computer

*

50200008 11

Feeding pump Jasopels/Soffie XL 4 M

*

50200014 12

Jasopels Feeding Pump Heavyline

*

50200586		 Mounting Kit small for feeding pump HL

*

50200587		 Mounting Kit large for feeding pump HL

*

50200021 13

*

Fiber clutch sitex 28, strenghthened

50200019		 Hub for clutch Sitex 28

*

50200377		 Hose pipe 10 mm for water

*

41200006 14

Work lamp LED 12-36V incl. bracket

*

50100126 15

Water pump for regulated feeding 10 l./min.

*

50100127		 Water pump for regulated feeding 20 l./min.

*

50100128		 Water pump for regulated feeding 22 l./min.

*

50100159 16

*

Pedal blue Jasopels/Soffie

50100160		 Effort for pedal

*

59200343 17

Reverse contact - strong

*

50200245 18

Encoder for portioning

*

40200045 19

Material Box

*

50200422 20

Timer for Mixer - interval mixer

*

59600111 21

Heavy duty chain 5/8” for mixer

*

59600118		 Heavy duty chain 5/8”, installation beraring for mixer

*

50200384		 Sprocket 57 tooth for mixer

*

50200380		 Sprocket 11 tooth for mixer

*

50200386		 Sprocket duplex 57 tooth for mixer

*

50200387		 Sprocket duplex 13 tooth for mixer

*

59600113		 Sprocket 5/8" dublex 10B-2 improved

*

59600114		 Heavy duty chain 5/8" dublex 10B-2 improved

*

FEEDING MACHINE

SPARE PARTS FOR FEEDING MACHINES
Item no.

Product description

Price

50200347 22

Tachometer (extra equipment)

*

50200416 23

Complete rear wheel with traction pattern, 12 layers

*

50500036		 Complete rear wheel with lawn pattern, 12 layers

*

50500031		 Complete front wheel std. for Jasopels/Soffie 600/700

*

50500033		
Complete front wheel wide for Jasopels/Soffie 600/700

*

50200073 24

O-ring for ventilator Soffie 600-1500

*

50100219 25

Oil-filter for Jasopels/Soffie

*

50100226 26

Air filter for Jasopels/Soffie 600-1500

*

50200421		 Air filter Soffie 2000

*

50100218 27

Fuel filter, large, Soffie 600-1500

*

50100040 28

Fuel filter, large, Jasopels/Soffie

*

50200227 29

Hydraulic filter for Jasopels/Soffie

*

50200223 30

Pressure filter for Jasopels/Soffie 950/1400/1500/2000

*

50200221 31

Hydraulic return filter for Jasopels/Soffie

*

50200423 32

Manometer 0-160 bar Ø63 mm 1/4” for mixer kontrol

*

50400110		 Manometer screw for mixer control

*

50200424		 Sample hose PA 11-2000 for mixer control

*

50400017 33

Steering column 75 mm short model

*

50500009 34

Engine oil 15W/40 super, 20 L

*

50500006 35

Hydraulic oil HDZ 46

*

50200419 36

Bearing, female

*

50200420		 Bearing, male

*

59400052		 Bearing for Jasopels/Soffie 1500 - spreadable

*

FEEDING PUMP HEAVYLINE
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24
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28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

ITEM NO. 50200014

JASOPELS HEAVYLINE FODERPUMPE
The new feeding pump has been thoroughly tested – many customers confirm that it managed to process over 1250 tons of feed
and is still running.
It exceeds all expectations
Klaus Hermansen from Bøgeballe Mink near Uldum is also fully
satisfied with Jasopels feeding pump HEAVYLINE. He states that after
having pumped more than 400 tons of feed, the calibration numbers
show the same values as when the feeding pump was brand new.
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SORTING

JASOPELS GRADING TABLE
Jasopels has developed a grading table which is a useful tool for
grading animals on the farm. The table is easy to move around and
can be adjusted acording to your needs. The grading tray e.g. can
tilt up to 45 degrees and can turn around 360 degrees.
The grading table is equipped with a fantastic 8 x 4 W light (colour code 865) – the very same light which is used at Kopenhagen
Fur. The grading table is available with or without additional accesories such as scale or compressor.
Item no.

Product description

12600046

Jasopels Grading Table

		 incl. scale and compressor
12600047

Price

3.365,00

Jasopels Grading Table excl. scale
excl. scale and compressor

2.015,00

Technical data
Demensions 		

L: 152 cm W: 60 cm H: 164 cm

BETTER QUALITY WITH MORE ACCURATE SORTING
Mink farmer Jens Bach from Løkken has prioritized more accurate sorting in the past season. To ensure optimal working conditions in his mink
hall he has purchased JASOPELS' sorting trolley.
Throughout his time as mink farmer, Jens Bach had too much mink
slightly below or around the average size. He wanted to get this issue sorted out.
– During this season we have chosen to have our mink sorted by
a Kopenhagen Fur professional who has sorted a total of 6,000 mink
over two days. This will allow us to increase the size and quality of
our mink from now on.
– In order to provide the sorting expert with the best possible
working conditions, we have invested in a JASOPELS' trolley, which
gives a great light and good working conditions, says Jens Bach.
Earlier he worked together with an experienced breeder sorting
mink by lighting the cage and assessing the size of animals in the
cages.
– He did it well, but this method is far more accurate. When the
animal comes out, it is illuminated and you can touch its fur. And the
light from this trolley is just amazing, emphasizes Jens Bach.
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Flexibility and confidence during sorting
Jasopels’ new sorting trolley is equipped with a wide range of setting options that can provide precisely the working option that you
prefer.
– The table can be tilted and at the same time it is relatively
large. It's an advantage when you have problematic mink - in this
way you can manage it more easily.
"Both the Kopenhagen Fur sorter and the two catchers hired
from a local agency were also impressed with the clamp that holds
the mink's head and the tube for the head" says Jens Bach.
Thanks to the tube an aggressive mink cannot bite the operator
or his helpers. And the whole machine can be rotated up to 180 degrees, depending on the working position that you prefer.
– The clamp that holds head firmly requires a compressor that
starts at fixed intervals. It is very nice that it is so quiet that the minks
do not even notice it, says Jens Bach.

SORTING

JASOPELS LENGTH MEASURING DEVICE
NOW IN XL
EDITION!

Jasopels has developed a length measuring device which will help
you on your farm. The device is available with one or two censors
which measure the mink with ultrasound.
Length measuring device is equipped with one tube for females
and one for males.

Item no.

Product description

32300032

Jasopels Length Measuring Device – 1 censor

32300049		 Jasopels Length Measuring Device - 2 censors

Price
2.690,00
3.370,00

Technical data
Dimensions		

L: 100 cm W: 36 cm H: 130 cm

Electricity		 Baterry powered

LENGTH MEASURING DEVICE
OPTIMIZES SKIN SIZE
Jasopels Length Measuring Device will allow Fox Farm to improve breeding and get rid of heavy and disproportionate animals.
At Fox Farm mink used to be weighed, but for the current season
Jens Peter Larsen decided to invest in a length measuring device.
– During the auction in Copenhagen mink are measured based
on the length, so it was clear for us that it had to be done in the
same way here, he says.

When they started measurements at Fox Farm, they decided to
make their own test to see how the device could be useful.
– First we took some white females, measured them and then
pelted them. Afterwards we had a look at them when they were
taken off the boards. At that point we could make a decision about
the optimal length, that they’re going to have, says Jens Peter Larsen
Both males and females were measured and finally weighed, in
order to determine what the relation between weight and length is.
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PELTING
Product description

Item no.
32500003

1

Price

1

Jasopels Trolley for bodies - 9 adjustable shelves

		 L.: 215 cm W.: 95 cm H.: 194 cm

1.610,00

32500004 		 Jasopels Trolley for bodies - 8 adjustable shelves,
		 with extra storage.
		 Dimensions for the shelve: L.: 200 cm W: 46 cm

1.610,00

32500113		 Jasopels trolley for bodies with 9 shelves, extra deep

1.810,00

32500118		 Jasopels tow bar for trolley for bodies, with 2 wheels,

135,00

“dog” for trolley
50500057		 Transport wheel for Jasopels trolley for bodies,

91,00

fork and wheel (pcs.)
43200023

2

*

Jasopels Gasbox with stainless steel box

43200005		 Gasbox, w/electric start (Co2)

*

43200008

3

Conveyor for Gas box 225 cm. incl. wheels

*

43200009

3

Conveyor for Gas box 285 cm. incl. wheels

*

2

3

When using a Gas Box, a Conveyor and a Body Drum, you will experience
higher efficiency in the process of putting the animals down.
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JASOPELS DRUMS
The new family of Jasopels’ effective drums has already become
highly appreciated by both Danish and foreign fur farmers. This is,
of course, a result of many factors. The success is by and large due to
the fact that apart from being effective and reliable, the machines
have been designed with the utmost attention paid to both safety
and the working environment.
It is characteristic for all new Jasopels drums that the rotating
core is encapsulated. In this way we made sure that the user cannot get to the moving parts unintentionally. The traditional belt
drive is no longer used in the new drums. This means that you get a
drum without tensile stress and you save money on wearing parts.
The large wheels are driven by direct drive with a soft-start feature,
which ensures smooth operation, and at the same time the absence of belts makes the machines very quiet. We have, of course,

equipped the larger models with the latest digital technology,
which makes programming very easy.
Put suction on your drums to improve the working environment.
Regardless of how good and expensive sawdust you are using,
there will always be varying occurrences of what is called dangerous dust, which is basically dust smaller than 0,063 mm
Dust is as such very light and it is practically invisible to the naked
eye. All wood contains a certain amount micro-organisms, yeast
and mould fungus, which may cause serious respiratory diseases.
If you want to improve the working environment in your pelting
center, we recommend that you install suction devices with your
drums. The machinery itself is placed outside of the pelting center
in order to eliminate both noise and dust from the workplace.

JASOPELS BODY DRUM XL
ITEM NO. 32400013

	Reliable construction
	No compressed air necessary
Movable electric box
Fast emptying
Additional cleaning of bodies
	Very large capacity (About 300 males/
450 male/female)
Improved emptying system
Emptying height – 81 cm

Price excl. suction device
EUR

17.555,00

Technical data
Dimensions		 L.: 400 cm. W.: 180 cm. H.: 200 cm.
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt N + PE
KW peak		 6 kw.
Connection		 CEE 16A plug
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	New tumbling method
	Reliable construction
	No compressed air necessary

UPGRADE AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 70

JASOPELS BODY DRUM
ITEM NO. 32400012

Technical data
Dimensions		 L.: 240 cm. W.: 175 cm. H.: 210 cm.
		 Ø 120 cm. closed.
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt N + PE

Price excl. suction device EUR

12.150,00

KW peak		3
Connection		 CEE 16A plug

JASOPELS BODY DRUM WITH SLIDING DOOR
Fill the drum with mink and start it. You can set the tumbling time
yourself. When the set tumbling time is up, the drum will automatically remove the mink and the sawdust will remain inside the drum.

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Air		 0,05 l./min and 8 bar
Dimensions 		 L.: 230 cm. W.: 124 cm. H.: 182 cm.
Connection		 CEE 16A plug + Air
Item no.

Product description

Price

32400002		 Jasopels Body Drum with sliding door, right

8.775,00

32400003		 Jasopels Body Drum with sliding door, left

8.775,00

32800018		 Safety kit, wire set
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507,00

Price EUR

8.775,00

PELTING MACHINES

SAWDUST MOVING SYSTEM
	Automatic moving of sawdust from skin drum to skinning
line and fleshing machine together with automatic moving
of sawdust from leather side drum to waist container
	Moves sawdust around the pelting center with help of
chain
	Minimizes the involvment of staff in handling sawdust
	Farmer can save several working hours

Item no.

Product description

Price

32500087		 Sawdust silo – Single (0,75 m3)

1.200,00

32500088		 Sawdust silo – Double (1,5 m3)

1.610,00

SKIN MOVING SYSTEM
ITEM NO. 32500043

Together with the Self-Emptying Skin Drum the system can carry
out the following working processes:
	Automatically move skins from the fleshing room to a silo
placed above the drum
	Move the skins from the silo under the drum to the
pinning room/pinning machine
	The automatic control monitors the rest of the procedure
after tumbling is finished
	Move sawdust from the drum via a buffer silo to the
container above the Fleshing Automat
	Time-saving, saves up to 75% of expenses connected with
the drum operator’s wage

Further information - see page 57.

Item no.

Product description

56300109		 Jasopels Silo for Skins – Steel model (blue)

Price
1.015,00

Remember to place your order before July 1st.
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JASOPELS SAWDUST HEATER
ITEM NO. 32500058

The “good old” Sawdust Heater that is always in great demand –
now in a new and modern version.
The machine has a large capacity. It can take approx. 5 bags of
sawdust at a time. Sturdy construction. Equipped with large rubber
wheels.

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N+PE, 3,75 kW
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug
Dimensions		 L.: 215 cm. W.: 75 cm. H.: 190 cm.
KW peak		3,75

Price EUR

6.745,00
JASOPELS SKIN DRUM
ITEM NO. 32400011

	Reliable construction
	Can be connected to the Skin Moving System
	No compressed air
	Excl. Skin Moving System

UPGRADE AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 70
Price excl. suction device and
skin moving system EUR

Technical data

12.150,00

Dimensions		 L.: 370 cm. W.: 170 cm. H.: 180 cm.
		 Ø 120 cm Closed
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt N + PE

Item number

Product description

KW peak		3

32500071		 Silo over blue drum for skin moving system - set

Connection		 CEE 16 A plug

51500208		 Outlet funnel for skin moving system
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Price
1.946,00
342,00

PELTING MACHINES

JASOPELS SKIN DRUM WITH SLIDING DOOR
ITEM NO. 32400010

A time saver that you can really feel!
	The skins are tumbled in a closed drum
	Switches to net drum automatically
	The drum removes sawdust itself
	Automatic replace furs with skins
	Air-operated loading lid

Price EUR

9.450,00

Technical data
Dimensions		 L.: 272 cm. W.: 126 cm. H.: 199 cm.
Air		 2 l./min 8 bar
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
KW peak		1,5

SUCTION DEVICE FOR JASOPELS BODY DRUM AND SKIN DRUM
ITEM NO. 32200025
Technical data
Measurements		 L.: 135 cm. W.: 66 cm. H.: 250 cm.
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + PE
KW peak		2,2

Price incl. pipes EUR

2.030,00

Connection		 CEE 16 A plug

SPARE PARTS FOR DRUMS
gler

n
to ma
nyt fo
32800021

Safety set for Body Drum

52900033

to
nyt fo

ler

mang

3280-00209930
32800022
Ombyg.kropstromle
Safety
cover for wheels
hjulafskærmning

59200339

51500010

Guide roller

59200342

51500053

V-belt B167, inside measure 4242 mm

52700029

51500086
Wheel for Jasopels Skin Drum

52900003

52800011
Wheel for Jasopels Leather Side Drum

51500104

Eccentric lock no. 105

Pizzato ISO electronic stop 1 NC + NO

Pizzato emergency contact 2 NC+1 NO slow

Support wheel Ø200 w/6204 bearings

Driving wheel Ø200/Ø20

Electrical swivel joint set, new model

51500120

51500122

59100045

59100104

59100106
Control element for magnet
coil M2 NC

Valve 5/3 1/8 NC 220/50 for Skin drum

Brush holder for Skin drum

Swivel joint 1/8 x 1/8

Swivel elbow fitting RTJ 1/8 x 1/8

Magnet coil 240V/50Hz for M pilot MB25

59100163
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CONVEYOR BELT FOR BODY DRUM
The Conveyor Belt is supposed to be placed right by the Body Drum.
It needs to be placed in such a way that the mink bodies, as they leave
the drum, are fed directly onto the conveyor belt, which thanks to a
control module will transport them at the same tempo as that of the
slicing and skinning performed by the Slicing Machine/Pelting Robot.
Product description

Item no.

Price

32500032		
Conveyor belt, 50/150 cm, incl. control panel

2.690,00

32500033		
Conveyor belt, 50/200 cm, incl. control panel

3.365,00

32500034		
Conveyor belt, 50/300 cm, incl. control panel

4.040,00

32500038		 Conveyor belt, 100/300 cm, incl. control panel, low

7.420,00

32500037		 Conveyor belt, 100/300 cm, incl. control panel, high

7.420,00

32500039		 Conveyor belt, 100/500 cm, incl. control panel, high

10.800,00

59200308

1

Photo Sensor Ø18, angle reflection

*

59200312

2

Reflector tapes, 50x1000mm

*

1

2

CONVEYOR BELT
Increases the capacity by over 30%
Place the Conveyor Belt under the Slicing Machine.
The conveyor Belt transports the mink to the Body Hook.
Suitable for Jasopels Slicing Machine
Product description

Item no.

32500009		 Conveyor belt 2,0 m excl. stand
32500011

1

Conveyor belt for Slicing Machine T3, 2,5 m excl. stand

Price
1.340,00
1.608,00

52100118		 Conveyor belt, loose, for 2,0 m alu belt, (blue PUR)

336,00

52100117		
Conveyor belt, loose, for 2.5 m alu belt (blue PUR)

472,00

32200038		 Stand for Conveyor belt 2,0 meters

270,30

52100109		 Stand for Conveyor belt 2.5 meters

472,00

32500018

2

Tub trolley with 4 swivel castors/round black bowl

188,00

CONVEYOR BELT FOR SKINNING MACHINE T3/T4
Place the Conveyor Belt after the Skinning Machine. It will then
transport the bodies to the container. Excl. stand.
Item no.

Product description

Price

32500023		 Conveyor belt, 15 x 300 cm

*

32500024		 Conveyor belt, 15 x 400 cm

*

32500025		 Conveyor belt, 15 x 500 cm

*

32500026		 Conveyor belt, 15 x 600 cm

*
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JASOPELS PAW CUTTER
ITEM NO. 32100040

Jasopels paw cutter is a fast-working and effective device
with a very high capacity. It is easy to operate so you do
not need to waste time on training.
Apart from a uniform cut you have a possibility to
make an entry control as the paw cutter is equipped with
a display which stores all the relevant data.

Price excl. funnel, body chute
and conveyor belt EUR

Technical data

8.770,00

Dimensions		 L: 767 cm W: 842 cm H: 1332 cm.
Electricity		 3 x 400V + N + PE
KW peak		0,3
Connection		 CEE 16A outlet + air
Item no.

Product description

32500011		 Jasopels Conveyor belt T2 2,50 m ALU

Price
1.610,00

51200216		 Funnel for body transporter

267,00

51200237		 Body chute for Paw Cutter

135,00

52100109 		 Stand for Conveyor belt 2.5 meters

472,00
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JASOPELS MASTERCUT

TRANQUILITY AT THE PELTING CENTER AND VERY FEW
MISTAKES
For the last two seasons there has been a lot of enthusiasm about the new Jasopels MasterCut, which has proved to be
a quiet and reliable pelting solution with a small error rate.
It was not exactly love at first sight though for Rene Melgaard Kristensen, who has been operating Jasopels MasterCut for the last
two seasons at Flemming Junge’s pelting center.
- I had been pelting mink for over 17 years and the first few days
were difficult for me. It was hard to get used to MasterCut. After a
few adjustments though, it started to work really well, says Rene
Melgaard Kristensen.
About 60.000 mink are pelted at Flemming Junge’s pelting center,
out of which 20.000 come from their own breeding and the remaining 40.000 – from other mink breeders.
- In the beginning the machine does not seem quite intuitive, but in
fact it is uncomplicated and pleasant to operate. At the same time
it is easy to adjust, whenever I need it. Also the machine is quite silent, declares Rene Melgaard Kristensen.
The low noise level is mainly due to the use of electric motors instead of compressed-air engines.

He mentions also that it is easy to switch from male to female. Another advantage of the machine, looking from the employer’s point
of view, is the fact that it is quite simple to operate and thus, to train
your employees to use it.
- We save one post compared to before. We decided to rotate our
employees so four or five people can now operate the machine.
And that was possible only because the machine is so easy to “pick
up”. As a consequence I am less vulnerable as an employer, since
other members of the staff can operate the machine, Flemming
Junge explains.

Few errors and great flexibility
Jasopels Wrap Machine Maxi Stretch upgrade
Mink breeder Flemming Junge is the main operator of the stretching machine and thus has a full insight into the product delivered
by the MasterCut.
- We note very few errors. After some adjustments were made during the first days, it has been running very smoothly. On average we
run 2.500 mink a day and it does not happen every day that there
is e.g. a paw missing or that we find another flaw, estimates Flemming Junge.
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Just before the 2018 season Jasopels Maxi Stretch was upgraded
with the new – stronger and yet more gentle claws.
- The upgraded machine stretches the skin much better and causes
less damage. In the beginning we had some wrong settings for females, but as soon as we got it fixed, there were no more problems,
recalls Flemming Junge.
He cannot quote any concrete numbers to prove the effectiveness
of the upgrade, as it varies from one skin to another.
- There is no doubt that the machine stretches the skins better. It is
rebuilt so the boards expand all the way and the wrapping is much
tighter than before. Earlier, the skin used to dry out on the sides – it
does not happen any more. It is a huge advantage, says Flemming
Junge.
He estimates that in case of males he gained two to three centimeters in length while for females it is one and a half up to two centimeters.

PELTING MACHINES

JASOPELS MASTERCUT
ITEM NO. 32100079

The revolutionary Jasopels MasterCut which combines our well
known proprietary cutting technology and a skinning hook. Quick
and accurate.
Almost silent operation
Easy to operate
Very quick switch from male to female
Very low air - and power consumption
Electric knives
Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 volt + n + PE
Air		 50l/min (v/250 min/time) (6 bar)
Dimensions		 L: 95 cm, W: 125 cm, H: 165 (+50) cm
Connection		 CEE 16A plug + air
Weight: 		 415 kg

Price EUR

36.500,00

TRAINING

Learn to achieve optimal quality
using your
Jasopels MasterCut
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EASY OPERATION AND GOOD PELTING RESULT WITH
MASTERCUT
Jasopels MasterCut has introduced calm and new quality in slicing work at Tobjerg Mink farm in Holbæk.

The manager of Tobjerg Mink farm, Henrik Simonsen, pelts between
26.000 and 27.000 mink per year, partially for the owner of the farm,
Jens Ole Dilling Hansen and one other breeder. Before the 2018 season a new Jasopels MasterCut appeared in the pelting center, making the work easier on many levels.
- The overall impression is that MasterCut provides an exeptionally
nice cut making hardly any noise. These are its biggest assets, along
with the fact that the machine is incredibly easy to use, says Henrik
Simonsen.
MasterCut is equipped with eletric motors so the compressor does
not turn on as often as before.
- It was really disturbing, the sound of compressed-air engines,
which you could hear along with the clattering valves. Now it is
more quiet in here and also, MasterCut is much faster, explains Henrik Simonsen.
- It could do much more, obviously, but we work in a different system – one employee is responsible for a sequence of activities. The
machine could cut up to 275 mink per hour though, Henrik Simonsen estimates
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Improved quality and sure incision
Before investing in MasterCut, they had used a Combi-Cut at Tobjerg Mink farm. The technological leap is noticeable.
- MasterCut loosens the area around thighs and belly really well, and
it is more noticeable than before. It does an incredibly nice cutting
job, specially when it performs the triangle cut. We are quite satisfied, as you can see, and whenever we needed to service the machine, Jasopels came and corrected things really quickly, concludes
Henrik Simonsen.
One of MasterCut’s advantages is its ease of use.
- You can easily assign more employees to it. A person who earlier
operated a Combi-Cut needed no more than half an hour to learn
how to use MasterCut.
Generally, it is an easy to handle, as well as compact and silent machine, which seems solid and well made, emphasizes Henrik Simonsen.

PELTING MACHINES

JASOPELS SLICING MACHINE T4 XL
ITEM NO. 32100006

Price EUR

17.560,00
32100005 Pawcut Upgrade

Jasopels Slicing Machine T4 XL with laser for marking of cross cut.

Technical data

This model has an increased stretch length and V-cut. The machine’s process time is approx. 5 seconds per animal.
With a display, where you can read out cycle time and other relevant production data. Quick switching between males and females.
Extra air regulator for setting the stretch pressure for both males
and females. 100% correct triangle cut. Streamline your workflow by
placing a conveyor belt under the Slicing Machine.

Electricity		 1 x 230 Volt + N + PE.
Air		 600 l./min and 8 bar
Dimensions		 L.: 120 cm. W.: 65 cm. H.: 125 cm.
Connection		 230 Volt plug + Air
Item no.

Product description

32100006		 Jasopels Slicing Machine T4 XL
32100005		 Pawcut upgrade

Price
17.560,00
2.700,00
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SPARE PARTS FOR SLICING MACHINES

32710001
Paw holding brick, left

32710002
Paw holding brick, right

32710003
Knife for paw cut, left

32710004
Knife for paw cut, right

59200327
Pizzato foot switch element

32710013
Knife for paw cutting right saw

32710014
Knife for paw cutting left saw

59200325
Foot pedal

33900028
Grindstone

51200053
Paw cut cylinder - Left

51200055
Paw cut cylinder - Right

59400178
Linear guide system

59200326
TER Micro switch

51400109
Shaft for knife

51200092
Knife, round, Ø 50 mm High Speed Steel

53200058
Tight roll for pneumatic knife

51200120
Knife, round, Ø 80 mm High Speed Steel

51200133
Paw plate T3 2006, new left

51200134
Paw plate T3 2006, new right

51200150
Belly paddle XL – Slicing Machine T3

51200172
Air engine Slicing Machine T3 – Left

51200173
Air engine Slicing Machine T3 – Right

59100295
Cylinder Ø 32x50 mm

59200300
Laser beam for cross cut marking

59400021
Glasier bearing PAF 0608 for paw knives

59400093
Ball bearing Ø15 x 32 x 9

59400095
Ball bearing Ø12 x 28 x 8 steel seal 6001 ZZ

59400155
Slide bearing

59600065
Gates toothed belt GT3 5MGT 425-09

51200193
Shock absorber WS-M 0,2-3 to T3/T4

51200222
Counter blade to the new paw
cutting right to T3/T4

51200223
Counter blade to the new
paw cutting left to T3/T4

51400102
Knife nut/maski pulley

59100116
Ventile 3/2

59100151
Ventile 5/2
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JASOPELS MAXIHOOK T5
Left sided

Right sided

MaxiHook gives you the possibility of changing the speed, so even
the toughest skins remain intact.
This helps making the rest of the skinning process much easier.
Pulls evenly and protects the skin
Adjustable speed
Optimized for bigger minks

Technical data
Air		 8 bar, 2 l./cykle.
Dimensions 		 L.: 130 cm W.: 50 cm H.: 66 cm
Electricity		 1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
Connection		 230 V plug – AC/DC relay + Air
KW peak		1,1
Item no.

51300029
Valve for Body Hook

Product description

Price

32100009		 Jasopels MaxiHook T5, right

4.720,00

32100010		 Jasopels MaxiHook T5, left

4.720,00

51300028
PRD12-4DP2 Sensor

59200325
Foot pedal

59100139
Foot pedal 5/2, yellow

59200326
Yellow footswitch element

59200327
Pizzato footswitch element

51300017
Hook with ball, T3/T4, male model

51300006
Body holder

51300008
Rubber for Body Hook

51300027
Roll by electric Body Hook

51300040
Rubber green body holder
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SKINNING TABLE WITH A STAINLESS TABLETOP
ITEM NO. 32100039

Skinning table with a stainless tabletop.

SIDE TABLES CAN
BE PURCHASED
SEPARATELY

Price excl. side tables EUR

Now

1.350,00*

Price before 2.554,00
Item no.

Product description

Price

32100023		 Side table for Skinning table with stainless table top
			

* as long as stock is available
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202,00

Price before: 270,00
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JASOPELS SKINNING MACHINE T4 XL
ITEM NO. 32100011

This machine is easy to use and it is also available with an automatic
body remover. Improved Skinning Machine and shoulder holder.
The stretch length has been increased by 250 mm If the machine is placed together with a body remover and a small conveyor
belt that transports the bodies to a container, the fur flow is better
and the entire working process is optimized.

Price EUR

6.750,00
The price includes pneumatic knife and hanger.
Technical data
Electricity		 1 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Air T3 XL		 600 l./min. og 8 bar.
Air T4 XL		 600 l./min og 8 bar.
Dimensions		 L.: 120 cm W.: 65 cm H.: 120 cm
KW peak		0,3
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug + Air

JASOPELS MASTERSKIN
ITEM NO. 32100077

A new and efficient skinning technique that takes over the hard,
physically demanding work and ensures quick and accurate completion of the job, regardless of how large the minks are.
Jasopels MasterSkin has a seat that ensures an ergonomically
correct working position and eases the job for the operator. Jasopels MasterSkin can be easily and safely operated with its two foot
pedals. In a single procedure, the skin is pulled off and put aside,
while the body is transported away on the conveyor belt.
Can be used with all available slicing machines with or without
Jasopels Body Hook.
Large capacity
Ideal for large animals
Ergonomically correct work posture

TRAINING

Learn to achieve optimal quality
using your
Jasopels MasterSkin

Technical data
Air		 2,0 l./min and 8 bar
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Dimensions		 L.: 240 cm W.: 80 cm H.: 160 cm
KW peak		2,78
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug + Air

The price includes
pneumatic knife and hanger EUR

16.210,00
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JASOPELS SKINNING TOWER
ITEM NO. 32100013

The Jasopels Skinning Tower is easily operated and is based on wellknown skinning techniques.
In order to increase the efficiency of the machine, an electrical
motor and spindle has released the former pneumatic. Further this
improvement ensures an even pull as well as relief to the operators.
Even pull and relieve to the operator
Easy operation
No compressed air supply necessary
Takes nearly no space

Price EUR

4.040,00
The price includes pneumatic
knife, hanger and counterweight

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Dimensions:		 L: 126 cm H: 214 cm W: 80 cm
KW peak		2,2
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug – AC/DC relay

JASOPELS SKINNING TOWER AUTOMATIC XL
ITEM NO. 32100041

This machine is entirely new. Although developed from the very
popular machine above, the JASOPELS Skinning Tower Automatic
XL is able to skin mink, which are 3-4 sizes bigger, as the machine
is 40 cm’s longer in total skinning length. Moreover, the machine
grasps the skin without the operator pulling first, which ensures optimal ergonomics.
	No manual pull necessary
	Takes big males itself
	Even pull and relieve to
the operator
	No compressed air supply
necessary
	Takes nearly no space

Price EUR

6.750,00

The price includes pneumatic
knife, hanger and counterweight
Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Dimensions:		 L: 135 cm H: 220 cm W: 82 cm
KW peak		2,2
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug – AC/DC relay
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SPARE PART FOR SKINNING MACHINE

32800008 + 32800009
Kit for rebuilding the holder of T3
Skinning Machine

51400015
Holding rubber/bud plate 13x62x96

51400073
Arm for holder, knuckle model

59100139
Foot pedal 5/2, yellow

51400109
Shaft for knife

32100025
Pneumatic knife, straight model

32100034
Pneumatic knife, angle model

32710011
Belt for pneumatic knife straight/
angle, rubber Ø4 mm green

53200058
Tight roll for pneumatic knife

51200092
Kniv rund Ø 50 mm High Speed Steel

51400388
Breake shoe for tower, automatic

59100305
Cylinder round Ø50

32100027
Complete silencer for air knife

51400102
Knife nut/maski pulley

51400065
Spring, large for Skinning mach.

59100123
Ventile 3/2 1/8 arm/roll

59100124
Ventile 3/2 1/8 red button

59100125
Ventile 3/2 1/8 black button

59100126
Ventile 3/2 1/8 green button

51400252
Top roll for chain

SKINNING TABLE WITH CONVEYOR BELT
The conveyor belt is controlled by a sensor so that
there is always a mink ready at the outlet. This is highly
time-saving for the skinning personnel.
Incl. steering with sensor.
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JASOPELS PELTING ROBOT XXL
ITEM NO. 31200004

It is our great pleasure to present to you the Jasopels Pelting Robot XXL.
The Pelting Robot’s appearance is the same but its insides have
been much improved. We have taken the best features from the
previous models and put them together with the market's best
skinning technology from our Skinning Machine T11, so we now
dare promise you that you can skin even the biggest males yourself,
without any unwanted stops during the process.
The skinning process takes place by means of a more linear motion and the number of movable parts has been reduced so that
the machine is more user-friendly. We have installed a bigger dis-

play and loaded new software so your Pelting Robot XXL is ready
to meet the challenges of forthcoming years – at least as far as size
is concerned.
Improved skinning system, suitable for the largest animals
Simplified operation
Faster training
New display with more functions
Faster skinning and thus greater capacity

NOW ONLY

29.055,00*
Price EUR

29.055,00

Incl. conveyor belt
*as long as stock is available

Technical data
Process time		 approx. 20 seconds
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + ground/fault current switch type B
Air		 600 l./min + minimum 8 bar
Dimensions		 L.: 125 cm W.: 175 cm H.: 230 cm
At connection to the robot, the RCD relay must be: ac/dc - 0,3 A, type B
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SPARE PARTS FOR PELTING ROBOT

32710010
Belt, Blue, 4x295mm

53200012
Pneumatic oil

53200015
Spring feather for double cut

53200026
8-edge knife, Ø50

53200030
Contact for pneumatic knife

30500012
Scalpel knife

53200058
Tight rolls for pneumatic knife

53200063
Paw holder

53200094
Wheel for pneumatic knife

53200155
Spike chain

52100056
Conveyor belt, loose, for 2 m alu
belt with scraper

53200478
Ball bushing KB2045PP

53200486
Air engine M53N1AS-015 (L)

53200487
Air engine M53N1AS-015 (R)

53200489
NSK 6004 DDU M / double lip seal

53200048
Wire for Hall 5 m with M8 plug

59200328
Foot pedal with emergency stop

59200326
Insert for foot pedal

59200330
C74 element (Black) C74-RAST SU1Z VS

59600120
Chain link 1/2 "11.08B1

51200092
Knife, round, Ø50 High Speed Steel

51200120
Knife, round, Ø80 High Speed Steel

59100284
Fitting VDMA Cyl. Ø50/63 Series 1320

53200045
Inductive censor for cylinder

53200049
Hall censor M8 plug
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JASOPELS FLESHING MACHINE T6
If a skin isn’t fleshed well, it will be ruined in the warehouse –
The Fleshing Machine T6 is more precise, faster, cleaner and
easier to use than others – says Artur Krawczyński, who takes
care of the machinery at the Fortuna Agricultural and Breeding
Farm. – Thanks to the T6, we process more skins daily. What’s
more, the skins leave the machine in perfect condition.
You’ve only been processing your own skins for a few years. When did
you decide to use Jasopels machines?
That’s true, although we’ve been breeding for more than a decade,
we’ve only been processing for four seasons. We’ve been working on
Jasopels machines since the beginning. We started processing at a
time when technology was already at a high level, so our first fleshing
machine was a T5. This year, for the first time, we worked on the newest
fleshing machine, the T6. We’ve also got a skin softener, a sawdust heater, and Jasopels Easy Off boards. The T6 is more efficient, faster, cleaner,
and easier to use and maintain. One person can operate it, and training the operator is simple. The work is lighter. Sometimes the operators
beg each other to change places, so they can work on the T6.
So the machine is cheaper to maintain. Is it also more computerised?
Compared to the previous machine, in the T6 nearly every parameter can be regulated – we can now choose more settings. For example, impellers turn at 1500 rpm, but we can alter that. Thanks to
this, the skins come out of the machine in perfect condition.
What has been improved?
The distance at which the fleshing begins has been made smaller.
The workers at the drying stage notice this difference most, when
they cut off remnants of fat. The females this season were fleshed
really well. Thanks to the new machine, we processed about 200
pieces more each day, because the whole process went smoother.
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How would you sum up the whole season of work on the Jasopels T6?
We didn’t have any problems with the new fleshing machine. The
only thing we didn’t expect was that after cleaning the beam with
water, the skins sometimes come out with damp pelts. At first, we
were terrified that they were greasy. When a breeder sees greasy
fur, he panics instantly, because it’s very difficult to get the fat out
of the pelt. But there was no such problem, it was only water. After
they dried, the skins were in perfect condition.

PELTING MACHINES

TRAINING

JASOPELS FLESHING MACHINE T6

Learn to achieve optimal quality using
your Jasopels Fleshing Machine T6.

ITEM NO. 32200006

Self-adjusting impellers
Jasopels has developed a system that no longer requires you to
adjust the impellers after installing new ones. The new Jasopels
Fleshing Machine T6 adjusts the impellers itself based on the data
that have been typed in on the user-friendly touch screen. The
Fleshing Machine is therefore easy to operate for new employees
and gives the user a good and regular result!

No mess
The new Fleshing Machine T6 has many good features, one of
which is that the mess it creates is minimal. Thanks to the new
closed suction box the fat from the fleshing device does not get the
Fleshing Machine dirty and at the same time it keeps the impellers
quite clean.
The effect is an easier work day for you, a better working environment and, what is even more important, a better and more regular fleshing result and a greater capacity.

New technology makes changing of impellers amazingly easy!
UPGRADE
AVAILABLE!
SEE PAGE 70

Impellers
page 50-51

NEW!
12 tooth
1-2-3 impellers

Price excl. suction device EUR

87.850,00

Sharpening
of impellers
page 52
Item no.

Operates with harder impellers
Self-adjusting impellers
Quick changing of impellers
Shock absorption of the fleshing engines
Adjustable beam speed
4 variable fleshing zones, speeds and pressures
Closed suction / Fleshing compartment
Separate control cabinet
Almost no cleaning
Automatic travelling distance
Possibility of presetting the speed of the fleshing engine

Product description

32200028		 Pipe set for fleshing machine /fat transport

Price
650,00

32200008		 Transport wheel for Fleshing Machine T6

*

32500056		 Water heater 60l

*

59200132		 AC/DC Relay (PFI-AFB. ACDC 40/0,3/4P)

*

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Air		 10 l./min and 8 bar
Dimensions		 L.: 470 cm W.: 190 cm H.: 210 cm
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JASOPELS FLESHING MACHINE T6 – DETAIL IMAGES
Fast change of impellers
The newly-developed system in the Jasopels Fleshing Machine T6
can move the impellers out of the suction box using compressed
air. This improves working conditions while changing the impellers
and makes things much easier.
After the impellers have been installed, they are moved to the
right position via the display and then they are automatically adjusted. An experienced employee can do all this in just 5-7 minutes.

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Air		 10 l./min and 8 bar
Dimensions		 L.: 470 cm W.: 190 cm H.: 210 cm
Dimensions / cabinet		 L.: 60 cm W.: 40 cm H.: 170 cm
Connection		 CEE 32 A plug AC/DC relay + Air + Water
KW peak 		15,88
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JASOPELS FLESHING MACHINE T6
IMPRESSES THE OPERATOR
Jasopels Fleshing Machine T6 has impressed Lars Peter Jensen at the
Nordland fur farm.

– The machine has many adjustment options, but one can easily
teach others how to use it. It is not a problem, says Lars Peter Jensen.

Nordland fur farm pelted 65,500 mink last season, and it has had replaced a 10 year old machine with a new Jasopels T6.
– The old machine has become a bottleneck, and I honestly do
not think that we ever had a scraper that was better. But I was surprised because we have never scraped our skins as well as this year,
says Lars Peter Jensen, the foreman of the Nordland Fur Farm.
He had a lot of a healthy skepticism before he got to know the
new machine.
– One has to say that the new fleshing machine makes a difference, and there are great options for customizing the machine. Everything can be set on the screen, and you can vary, for example,
pressure and speed and fine-tune on a lot of parameters, says Lars
Peter Jensen enthusiastically.

Easier change of impellers
Jasopels recommends changing impellers after scraping between
3,500 and 6,000 skins.
– We have chosen to change them every other day so that makes
about 6,000 skins between each change. It's a huge advantage that it
takes just three to five minutes to change the impeller, says Lars Peter
Jensen.
During the season, he was able to fine-tune the settings and could
experiment with different impeller combinations and hardness.
– I've worked with the hardness of the impellers, the speed of the
engine and the bar speed to optimize the scraper. But you can easily
leave the machine to an employee who just operates it as it is, says Lars
Peter Jensen, who also notes that good mink is always the result of a
good teamwork in the plant.

Simplicity and flexibility
Despite many options, the first impression is that the machine is quite
simple.
– It is unbelievably easy to get started with it. The basic function
works well and we have used the high capacity of the appliance to
scrape approx. 3,100 skins a day during the period, Lars Peter Jensen
estimates.
He has also been pleased with the washing device.
– The washer is really efficient and provides an easier workflow.
There is no need to clean the beam with sawdust. This means that now
employees have for example more time to inspect the skins for damage, emphasizes Lars Peter Jensen.
The simplicity of the machine allows more employees to operate it.
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JASOPELS FLESHING MACHINE T4 XL

UPGRADE
AVAILABLE!
SEE PAGE 70

ITEM NO. 32200004

Impelers
page 50-51
Sharpning of
impellers page 52

Price excl. suction device EUR

40.400,00

Better fleshing
Less risk of fat extraction
Increased income
IIt comes as no surprise that for decades the Jasopels Fleshing
Machine XL has been praised as the best fleshing machine on the
market. It performs a solid piece of fleshing work and it is quick,
cheap to run and very reliable.
– This is why we have made it even better!
The big touch screen gives the operator quick overview and
provides a chance to switch between the machine’s operating
modes in an easy and manageable way. This allows you to achieve a
more regular fleshing result even if your skin types are mixed!
Active Per4mance® is a system developed by Jasopels that
makes it possible for you to change the beam speed and the impeller pressure of 4 independent zones. This allows you to adjust the
machine precisely to your skins.
All impellers have been equipped with shock absorbers. In
practice this means that the impellers stay on the skin, which results
in a significantly better fleshing. At the same time the machine is a
lot gentler when fleshing damaged skins!
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Item no.

Product description

32200073		 Skin removing module 2016 for Fleshing

Price
2.690,00

		 machine T4/T5
32200028		 Pipe set for Fleshing machine /Fat pump

650,00

32720130		 Nose holder/skin removing module, T5

187,70

Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N+PE.
Air		 10 l. / min. and 8 bar.
Dimensions:		 L.: 440 cm W.: 100 cm H.: 190 cm
KW peak		13,68
Connection		 CEE 32 A plug + Air
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JASOPELS ROTATING FLESHING MACHINE 4000 XXL
ITEM NO. 33100003

Jasopels rotating fleshing machine 4000 XXL with 2
impellers.
As one of the best, most reliable rotating machines
on the market, the Jasopels Fleshing Machine has
the following features:
	Double Jasopels rotary impellers
fitted with XXL beams to ensure
that even large skins are perfectly
fleshed
	Touch screen and frequency
controller that facilitates operation
and changing the settings

Price EUR

20.935,00

Technical data
Dimensions:		 L.: 238 cm. W.: 125 cm H.: 184 cm.
Air 		51./min.
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Connection 		 CEE 16 A plug + Air
Item no.
33200001

1

Product description

Price

Impeller 100 mm, 6 tooth, white, Shore 90,

39,90

		 Rotomax/Jasop, medium
33200002

2

Impeller 100 mm, 6 tooth, turquoise, Shore 85,

39,90

		 Rotomax/Jasop soft
33900006

3

Tail clamp for the machine

13,25

33900021

4

Paw hook for Rotomax and Jasopels Rotary

19,60

1

2

3

4

5

6

		 Fleshing Machine 4000 XXL
33900009

5

Fleshing machine cord

33300002

6

Vacuum suction device, 2BH1600-7AH16,3 kW,

		 for a single rotating fleshing machine

0,70
1.720,00
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JASOPELS 1-BEAM FLESHING MACHINE
ITEM NO. 32200067

The Jasopels 1-beam has been developed especially for fleshing damaged pelts.
	The fleshing roller can run forwards and backwards for accurate fleshing
of a damaged part
	Also suitable for fleshing pelts with damaged head
	Fully manual or fully automatic operation
	You can switch from the automatic to manual mode at any time
	Backlit beam allows an easy identification of damaged areas

Price EUR

11.473,00
Product description

Item no.
33200003

1

Price

Blade for impeller, blue, 83 Shore,

		 for 1-beam fleshing machine (8 pcs)
Technical specification

33200004

Dimensions		 L.: 250 cm W.: 75 cm H.: 120 cm

		 for 1-beam fleshing machine (8 pcs)

Pressure

33200005

		 6 bar and 20 l/min.

Power supply		 1x240 VAC 50 Hz

2

3

20,20

Blade for impeller, red, 86 Shore,
20,20

Blade for impeller, black, 92 Shore,

		 for 1-beam fleshing machine (8 pcs)

20,20

2

3

Connection 		 CEE 16 A

1
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JASOPELS FAT PUMP
ITEM NO. 32200024

Pumps the fat directly to an external container.
The fat is pumped to the container through a hose.
The machine can pump the fat up to 20 meter horizontally
– it all depends on the bend.

Price EUR

7.420,00
Technical data
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N+PE, 2,2 kW
Connection		 CEE 16
Dimensions		 L.: 150 cm W.: 90 cm H.: 200 cm
KW peak		7,7
Item no.

Product description

Price

50100088 		 BoWex M 38 nylon ratchet

*

52600068		 Muffler - Transfer Ø160x990

*

32800036		 Reconstruction for fat transport to fat pump

*

JASOPELS LEATHER SIDE DRUM
ITEM NO. 32200036

	Tumbles and cleans the skins twice
	Better tumbling
	Larger diameter
	No belt drive
	Safe construction

Price EUR

6.745,00
Technical data
Dimensions:		 L: 240 cm H: 130 cm W:110 cm
		 Drum diameter Ø 100 cm
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + PE
KW peak		0,55
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug
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SPARE PARTS FOR FLESHING MACHINES
FLESHING MACHINE T4/T5 WITHOUT WASHER
Item no.
32720010

1

2

3

1

Product description

Pcs.

Rubber for beam

2

		 55 x 130 mm - vertical
32720012

2

Rubber for beam

2

		 65 x 200 mm - horisontal
32720017

3

Rubber for Sawdust Automat

1

		 02-1220 280 x 280

5

4

6

32720020

4

Rubber for Sawdust Automat

1

		 02-1223 280 x 280
32720021

5

Beam scraper, rubber,

2

		 short 50 x 90 mm
32720022

7

8

9

6

Beam scraper, rubber,

2

		 long 50 x 110 mm
32720142

7

Rubber for scraper

4

		 40 x 80 mm, yellow

11

10

12

51100086

8

Rubber block for skin remover

2

51100196

9

Rubber for fat suction, without core

2

51100202 10

Rubber for fat suction, without core

2

FLESHING MACHINE T4/T5 WITH WASHER
13

14

15

FLESHING MACHINE T6
Item no.

Product description

32720143 11

Rubber for beam washer,

Pcs.
4

9

Rubber for fat washer,

5

Rubber PUR for suction box-01,

4

Rubber PUR for suction box-04,

2

Rubber PUR for suction box-06,

		 turquise 50 x 200, 4 holes
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2

2

Pcs.

Rubber for beam

2

Rubber for beam

2

		 65 x 200 mm - horisontal
3

Rubber for Sawdust Automat

1

		 02-1220 280 x 280
4

Rubber for Sawdust Automat

1

		 02-1223 280 x 280
Rubber for beam washer,

2

		 turquise 40 x 180 mm, 3 holes
32720145 15

		 turquise 120 x 220, 3 holes
51100327 14

32720012

32720143 11

		 turquise 100 x 160, 3 holes
51100307 13

1

Product description

		 55 x 130 mm - vertical

32720020

		 without core, 40 x 162, 4 holes
51100303 12

32720010

32720017

		 turquise 40 x 180 mm, 3 holes
51100196

Item no.

Rubber for beam washer,

2

		 turquise 40 x 130 mm, 3 holes
51100086

8

Rubber block for skin remover

2

SPARE PARTS FOR FLESHING MACHINES
Product description

Item no.
51100144

1

Pcs.

Spring 95 mm for skin scraper

51100143		
Spring 105 mm for skin scraper
51100215

2

Skrabemotor 3 kw komplet

51100256

3

Fitting for chain on sled galvanized (for axles)

51100255

4

Chain bracket

51100257

5

Bracket for chain for slide, galvanized (for skin remover)

51100283

6

Beam T6 set

52900078

7

Water nozzle for beam washer

52900079

8

Air nozzle for beam washer

59100104

9

Magnet coil 240V/50Hz for M pilot MB25

59100130 10

Valve 3/2 1/8 air/spring

59100140 11

Valve 5/2 1/8 air/spring

59100228 12

Cylinder VDMA Ø 40 x 050 u. Br/Ma

59200287 13

Inductive switch pnp shelded no. M18

51100358 14

Nose holder for beam T5

51100335 14

Nose plate stainless for beam T6

51100278 15

Beam T4/T5 set

51100328 16

Beam T6 set

1

2

3

6

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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JASOPELS IMPELLERS
Thanks to the brand new, waved impellers (1-2-3), Jasopels has once
again succeeded in taking effective fleshing to the next level. The
new impellers have deeper grooves that can carry more fat, helped
along the way by the moving cutting motion.
On top of that the new impellers are sharpened in a brand new way,
thanks to which they have a considerably sharper profile than other
known products.
Furthermore, the profile of the tooth has been strengthened to create a significantly more durable product.

Shore

Hardness

75-78 Soft

Normal
80-82 (Not soft /
Not hard)

More
84-85 hard than
normal

Recomended
maximum
pressure

Color

Item no.

The new impellers come in various versions – with 8, 9, 11, 12 or 16
teeth.
In the chart below you will find our most common models. A maximum impeller pressure is shown in the column next to the description. After achieving maximum pressure change the impeller to a
harder model and reduce the pressure.

Tooth

Hard Core

Type

33200007 8 tooth

Waved impeller/ 1-2-3

32720107

Waved impeller /
Front legs

9 tooth

Max. 1,5 bar Yellow
33200008 12 tooth

Waved impeller / T6
/ 1-2-3

32720149

Waved impeller / T6

16 tooth

32720044 7 tooth

Waved impeller /
Front legs

32720133

1-2-3

8 tooth

Max. 2,0 bar Blue
33200009 12 tooth

1-2-3

32720150

Waved impeller / T6

16 tooth

32720046 7 tooth

Waved impeller /
Front legs

32720134

8 tooth

1-2-3

33200011

12 tooth

1-2-3

32720151

16 tooth

Waved impeller / T6

TurMax. 2,5 bar
quoise
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Advice for use

Price EUR

94,50

For very
delicate
females

54,00

135,00

135,00

67,50

For delicate
males and
normal females

94,50

135,00
135,00

67,50

For normal
males and
tough females

94,50

135,00

135,00

IMPELLERS

JASOPELS IMPELLERS

Shore

88

Hardness

Hard

Medium
92-93
hard

95

Very hard

Recomended
maximum
pressure

Max. 3,0 bar

Color

Item no.

Tooth

Hard Core

Type

32720153

8 tooth

32720111

8 tooth

32720128

11 tooth Yes

Waved impeller / T6

33200010

12 tooth

1-2-3

51100605

8 tooth

1-2-2

33200015

12 tooth

1-2-3

32720112

8 tooth

32720129

11 tooth Yes

Advice for use

Waved impeller /
1-2-3
Yes

Waved impeller

White /
clear

Max. 3,5 bar Green

Yes

Waved impeller

Max. 3,5 bar Red
Waved impeller / T6

Price EUR

94,50

For tough
males that are
difficult to flesh
e.g. breeders

94,50

135,00

135,00

For tough
males that
are difficult to
flesh clean e.g.
breeders
Are used for
the back of
very tough
males

94,50

135,00

94,50

135,00
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INVESTING IN A CNC MACHINE HAS BORNE FRUIT
Grinding impellers is not a simple task.
That is why Jasopels has invested in a fully automatic CNC machine,
which proved to pay off.
The machine has been thoroughly tested during the last two seasons and the results are impressive.
Contact us at (+45) 98 42 05 66 or info@jasopels.dk and get a price
quote.
IMPORTANT! Remember to clean the impellers before you send
them to us. Unclean impellers will be rejected and returned to
sender due to the risk of infection.

JASOPELS SKIN WASHER
Are your skins dirty? Jasopels has the solution for that!
We have a skin washer that can wash your skins gently without compromising the
quality.
The skin washer can be purchased with a capacity that matches your needs.
Capacity

No. of skins

32300021		 Jasopels Skin washer LW9

9 kilo

30

*

32300022		 Jasopels Skin washer LW12

12 kilo

40

*

32300023		 Jasopels Skin washer LW15

15 kilo

50

*

32300024		 Jasopels Skin washer LW20

20 kilo

60

*

32300025		 Jasopels Skin washer LW27

27 kilo

80

*

32300026		 Jasopels Skin washer LW32

32 kilo

90

*

32300034		 Jasopels Skin washer LW40

40 kilo

110

*

32300035		 Jasopels Skin washer LW60

60 kilo

160

*

Item no.

Product description

A plinth, if required, must be purchased separately
L.: 91,50 cm W.: 89 cm H.: 141 cm
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Price

SHOWROOM IN BORDING
Visit our showroom in Bording and see our machines in operation. Take advantage of this unique opportunity, have some coffee and let
our staff show you round. Contact your Jasopels sales representative to book the visit.
See you!
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JASOPELS MAXI STRETCH

THE NUMBERS PROVE THAT MAXI STRETCH GIVES
THE HIGHEST YIELD
Henrik Germansen from Egtved has his own mink farm with the output of 60,000 mink pelted this season. His Jasopels
Maxi Stretch gave a better stretch to 25 percent of the skins, which went up one size.
In times of low skin prices, there must really be strong economic
reasons to replace an otherwise well-functioning wrap machine.
This is exactly what mink farmer, Henrik Germansen from Egtved, is
on his way to do.
- I was initially skeptical about Maxi Stretch, but in November 2018,
I and a salesman from Jasopels performed a test where we ran 200
males on my machine and other 200 males on Jasopels machine.
The result was surprising, Henrik Germansen says. He measured all
400 skins up before and after the process.
- The result was that on my machine there were 17 which were 90
cm long, and four were stretched to the size 5.0. On the other hand,
Jasopels Maxi Stretch wrapped 22 skins at 90 cm, and 19 went up to
the size 5.0, says Henrik Germansen.
That is a significant difference.
- 39.5 percent of skins went a size up compared to my old system. It
should also be noted that the skins that were stretched on the wrap
machine were slightly shorter during the measurement, says Henrik
Germansen.
A little cautiously he estimates that an increase in yield can be expected at least for 25 - 30 percent of males.
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200,000 Danish crowns
Pelting 60,000 mink per year, of which 30,000 are his own animals
and the rest come from other breeders, there is serious money to
be gained by increasing the size of the skins.
- If you look at my own skins alone and, for example, assume that 25
percent go up in size; it gives 187,500 DKK of profit. In addition, the
breeders for whom I pelt who will also have more profit, concludes
Henrik Germansen.
In addition to size, the tightness of the wrap is a sure path to better
quality.
- The machine keeps the skins on the boards, while other machines
can draw the tails up. With Maxi Stretch you get more uniform
wraps, Henrik Germansen adds.
The only negative aspect that he has observed is the capacity of the
machine.
- The machine is slower, but with the additional profit you may perhaps afford that extra hour or two a day. On the other hand, it maintains the set sizes, and there are fewer skins that get damaged on
the wrap - in this way you don't lose 20 crowns on a torn skin. It is
very economical, Henrik Germansen states.
He was certain that he was going to use his current system for some
more years.
- I didn't think I should have a new machine, but I can't afford not to
because it will make up for its cost during the season. The figures
speak for themselves, concludes Henrik Germansen.

PELTING MACHINES

JASOPELS WRAP MACHINE T6 MAXI STRETCH
ITEM NO. 32300076

With the latest programming update, the stamp-function has been
replaced by a more gentle, uniform stretch to ensure that the skin
reaches its maximum size without traces of jaw-marks, stretch lines,
or hair loss. The skin is stretched from nose to tail in a uniform and
efficient stretch.
Ideal results are achieved when used together with the new
Easy Off XL Board, as the board contains a magnetic chip that the
stretching machine can recognize and thereby automatically makes
sure that the stretched skin is entered correctly into the statistics.

UPGRADE
YOUR T5
See more on page 71

Dynamic Force ensures optimal skin
With Dynamic Force®, you are ensured that your skins are stretched
optimally, as the system adjusts to each individual skin during the
stretching.
In short, the way the system works is that the Jasopels WRAP Machine Maxi Stretch measures the skin, and the machine’s force is then
adjusted accordingly. This means that a skin measuring size 0 before
stretching is not exposed to as much force during stretching as a skin
measuring size 2 x 0, because the largest skins can handle the application of greater force.
Stretch'n'release function
When a skin does not stretch to the next size, there is no reason to
keep it stretched to its outermost limit. In these cases, the Jasopels
WRAP Machine Maxi Stretch can automatically relax the force a bit,
so you are given an optimized relationship between size and quality.
Jasopels WRAP Machine Maxi Stretch has the lowest
operational cost on the market!
	Quick changes between skin types via 8 different programs
Quick, easy, and economical
	Soft function for damaged or vulnerable skins
	Adjusts force and tempo to each individual skin
	As the only pinning machine on the market, our pinning
machine distinguishes between XL boards and standard
boards
Can collapse boards during stretching so you can get the 		
optimal size of the skin

TRAINING

Learn to achieve optimal quality
using your Jasopels WRAP Machine
T6 Maxi Stretch

Price EUR

39.180,00

Technical data

Premium wrap foil with double glue

Air		 40 l./min and minimum 8 bar

For the most optimal result, every time you wrap a skin on a Maxi
Stretch Wrap machine, use Jasopels newly developed wrap foil with
extra adhesive.
It makes a huge difference compared to other types of wrap foil
available in the market, as you can reduce its consumption and at
the same time make sure your skins are held with optimal strength.

Electricity		 230 Volt + PE
Relay		 Super resistant HPFI
Dimensions		 L: 80 cm H: 125 cm.W: 80 cm
KW peak		1,5
Connection		 230 V plug - AC/DC relay + Air
Item no.

Product description

32730003		 Wrap foil 50 mm black

Quantity per box
32 rolls

Quantity pr. pallet
35 boxes

32730004		 Wrap foil 50 mm yellow

32 rolls

35 boxes

32730005		 Wrap foil 50 mm green

32 rolls

35 boxes

32730006		 Wrap foil 50 mm white

32 rolls

35 boxes

32730007		 Wrap foil 50 mm red

32 rolls

35 boxes

32730008		 Wrap foil 50 mm blue

32 rolls

35 boxes

33300024 		 Wrap foil 50 mm Premium,

32 rolls

35 boxes

		 double glue

Wrap foil is available in 7 different colours. This can make it easier
to track skins from individual farmers if several wrap machines are
in use.
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20 PERCENT OF SKINS WENT ONE SIZE UP
Henrik Hedegaard from Grindsted has pelted approx. 71,000 mink in the past two seasons and has used Jasopels Maxi
Stretch - it has a gentle and effective stretch which can pull many skins a size up
- At the same time we also got figures on results from another pining machine of a different brand. Jasopels pining machine continually makes at least 10 percent of skins longer and has a better hold.
- Overall, we could see that there was a lot of money to be made
compared to using the old machine. And about 3,000 of our own
skins could be stretched one size up. That's why we bought the
new machine and new boards, Henrik Hedegaard explains.

In the last two seasons Henrik Hedegaard from Grindsted has pelted approx. 71,000 mink, of which approx. 32,000 were of his own
breeding. At the start of the 2018 season, he had problems with tails
sticking upwards, which made him want to try something new.
- All machines stood there like they should, but in the old pining
machine the plastic didn't hold. We therefore chose to try Jasopels
pining machine. It pulls both gently and firmly on the skins. We had
problems with the old boards because they were incredibly hard
to get off, so we had to have both a new machine and new boards.
The investment seemed too big and expensive, says Henrik Hedegaard.
He almost gave up switching to a new pining system, but in a test
he saw a difference that made him make up his mind.
Skin bigger by a size
Before he gave up the idea entirely, Henrik Hedegaard and another
farmer decided to test the new system.
- In 2018 we pinned 125 skins using the old machine and 125 using Jasopels machine. It turned out that the difference between the
two is that the new machine can make 20 percent of the skins longer, unlike the old one. This means one size up, Henrik Hedegaard
estimates.
After figuring out how much he would profit from the new machine, he and the other farmers understood that there was a significant added value to be gained.
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High quality and good stretch
It will take up to a couple of years for the investment pay for itself,
but the improvement is significant.
- If it was a period of full production, it would make up for its cost
even faster, Henrik Hedegaard states.
In case of the new machine it is up to the operator how hard the
skin is pulled.
- The restriction is no longer in the machine, but it is the decision of
the person who stands by it.
- The machine helps us get the most out of our skins, and those for
whom we pelt get the most of their skins as well. And it costs them
the same money no matter if they pelt with us or with others, says
Henrik Hedegaard.

PELTING MACHINES

SKIN CONTAINER OVER THE PINNING TABLE
ITEM NO. 56300109

Efficient transport of skins.
Useful during the transport of pelts
Can be used to turn pelt inside out
With cleansing net inside

Price EUR

1.015,00
Technical specification
Dimensions		 W: 50 cm, D: 60 cm, H:100 cm
Connection 		 Ø160 pipe, outlet - Ø160 pipe
Weight

		 55 kg

SPARE PARTS FOR JASOPELS WRAP MACHINE

51600286
Tension roll - turquise for Wrap

59200431
Contact element NO

50200417
Vibration muffler KG
Ø25x15mmx6x16

51600081
Backstop for knife

59200441
B&J safety switch (hand/foot)

30500027
Safety knife all round for WRAP

12500040
Industry polish

51600134
Roller for shaft guide,
black driving roller

51600083
Rubber for knife – WRAP 15 x 25

51600088
Drive wheel for tension roll

51600092
Wheel with rubber coating

59200315
Photo sensor Omron 25 x 11 x 8

59200316
Reflective block/tape

59200403
Button B&J, flat, yellow

51600165
Magnetic sensor for XL boards

59100062
Ventil 2x3/2 NC Ø6 – HDM

51600200
Foil knife hardened 1.3 mm ck70

51600183
Brake disc, special steel

55300015
Tension roll set, turquoise for
WRAP 2015

51600184
POM wear ring
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JASOPELS BOARDS CAROUSEL – BASIC MODEL
ITEM NO. 34500033

The Jasopels Boards Carousel ensure the optimum workflow
Adjustable height for operator comfort
	The basic length of 3,7 meters can be extended by means of
2-metre extension modules
Stepless speed control
Capacity – 50 boards for 4 m

Price for 3.7 m without boards EUR

8.770,00

Technical specification
Dimensions 		 L: 372 cm, W: 60 cm, H: 101 cm
Power supply		 1x220 V + N + PE
Plug 		 CEE 16 A
Power		 Max 0,4
Item no.

Product description

Price

34500034		 Jasopels Boards Carousel extension module - 2 m

2.015,00

JASOPELS CONVEYOR BELT FOR BOARDS
ITEM NO. 32500114

The Jasopels Conveyor Belt is a good solution when you have a
room where you can put a large conveyor.
Ensures more effective and optimized work
	The basic length of 4 meters can be extended by means
of 2-metre modules
Fixed speed
	The conveyor belt stops automatically
when the boards get to the
end of the belt

Price for 4 meters
conveyor belt EUR

4.850,00

Technical specification
Dimensions		 L: 400 cm, W: 100 cm, H: 104 cm
Power supply		 3x400 V + N + PE
Product description

Price

Connection 		 CEE16A + plug

Item no.

Power		 max 0.4 kW

32500115		
Jasopels board with conveyor belt, 2-metre extension module 798,00
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LOOSEN THE SKINS
FAST AND EASY

EASY OFF BOARDS
The new, successful Easy Off Board is produced in five different
types: two regular for male and female, and two XL that are 12 cm
longer and a US board. Easy Off Board is the most expanding board
on the market and ensures that the previously labor-intensive task
of loosening the skins has become quick and easy.
The board’s shape with strategically placed barbs ensures that the
skins are fixed effectively and maintain their length. The air ducts simultaneously ensure that the skins dry evenly and effectively.
Simple construction - robust, durable, and easy to use.
10 mm expansion
New XL board + 2 sizes compared to traditional board (12 cm)
	Contains magnetic chip that Jasopels WRAP Machine T5
Maxi Stretch can read between standard and XL Boards
Easy Off Board is suitable for all standard systems
Product description

Item no.

30200010		 Jasopels female board, Easy Off Board XL

Price
16,25

		 Length without foot 113.5 cm
30200008		 Jasopels female board, Easy Off Board

10,70

		 Length without foot 101.5 cm
30200009		 Jasopels male board, Easy Off Board XL

20,30

		 Length without foot 132 cm
30200007		 Jasopels male board, Easy Off Board

11,35

		 Length without foot 120 cm
30200015		 Jasopels male board, Easy Off Board XL - US

12,85

Female Female XL Male

		 Length without foot, 126 cm

Male XL Male US Board

SLEEVES
6
5

Super quality paper. Individual solutions with larger orders.

4

The Jasopels sleeves are available in several lengths in great quality,
which makes it easy to find a sleeve that suits your needs.

Product description

Item no.
1

Sleeve Jasopels female 76 cm./ pack of 500 - US

*

30300011

2

Sleeve Jasopels, female 86 cm, pack of 500

*

30300013

3

Sleeve Jasopels, female 95 cm, pack of 500

*

30300004

4

Sleeve Jasopels, male 100 cm, pack of 500

30300002		 Sleeve Jasoepels, male 95 cm./ pack of 500 - US

2

*
*
*

30300031

5

Sleeve Jasopels, male 106 cm./ pack of 500

*

30300042

5

Sleeve Jasopels, male 106 cm/pack of 500 pcs. PREMIUM

*

30300006

6

Sleeve Jasopels, male 112 cm, pack of 500

*

		 Fits Jasopels male stretch board XL

1

Price

30300012

		 Fits Jasopels female stretch board XL

3

*
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JASOPELS MAXI TROLLEY
ITEM NO. 34500005

MAXI drying box for up to 200 boards
Rotating wheels in each corner
Can be supplied with blowers in the drying box
Can be connected to an existing drying
installation
Easy to operate

Item no.

Product description

Price

34500007		 Timer for Jasopels Maxi Trolley

310,00

Technical data
Electricity 		 230 Volt 1P + n+PE
Connection		CEE
Dimensions		 L: 195 cm W: 85 cm H: 92 cm
KW peak		0,25

Price EUR

1.340,00
With blower, excl. timer

JASOPELS MAXI TROLLEY HIGH MODEL
Varenr. 34500038

 0% more air – significantly higher
3
trolley with sloppy bottom gives
more air
Drying time reduced up to 20%
the large blower reduces drying time
Capacity of 200 boards – all Jasopels
expanding boards fit the trolley

Price EUR

1.610,00

With blower, excl. timer.

Technical data
Electricity 		 230 Volt 1P + N + PE
Connection		CEE
Item no.

Product description

34500007		 Timer for Jasopels Maxi Trolley
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Price

Dimensions		 L:190 cm x W: 80 cm H: 92 cm

310,00

KW peak		 0,4 kW
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JASOPELS SOFT BRUSH
ITEM NO. 31400001

Cleans and brushes skins in a single procedure. The Soft Brush is
easy and fast to use and makes the skin ready for delivery with optimal appearance. Wool and guard hair is given a lift, so the skins appear presentable and ready for evaluation.
Easy and fast to operate
	As an optional addition, a suction device that removes
sawdust and dust from the skin can be installed
Wool and guard hairs lifted

Item no.

Product description

Price

51900218		 Upgraded toothed belts for SoftBrush - set

920,00

Technical data

Price EUR

8.095,00

Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE, 1,5 kW
Air		 50 l./min. and 8 bar
Connection		 CEE 16
Dimensions		 L.: 250 cm W.: 90 cm H.: 130 cm

JASOPELS SKIN CLEANER T3
ITEM NO. 32300014

Thanks to using three brushes, one on the top side and two at the
bottom, this machine does a very good job removing small pieces
of loose dirt from the pelt and softening it.

Price EUR

Technical data

1.350,00

Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + PE
Air		 1 l./min and 8 bar
Dimensions:		 L.: 55 cm W.: 28 cm H.: 63 cm
Connection

CEE 16 A plug

51900225
Spiral brush, white
(Polyamid, stiffness 3)

51900209
Spiral brush, black
(Horsehair)

51900004
Tothed belt, double, 815 mm, small

51900005
Tothed belt, double, 815 mm, wide

51900177
Skin holder

32750001
Brush, black
(Horsehair, stiffness 1)

32750002
Brush, mixed
(Horsehair, stiffness 2)

32750003
Brush , natural
(Horsehair, stiffness 3)

32750004
Brush , black
(Polyamid, stiffness 5)

33500000
Brush , transparent
(Polyamid, stiffness 2)
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JASOPELS SKIN CLEANING AUTOMAT T6
ITEM NO. 32600003

UPGRADE
YOUR T5
See more on page 71

Price EUR

21.610,00

32300020
Skintray

Excl. suction device, cyclone and installation

The Cleaning Automat cleans the skins, softens them and makes them
ready for delivery. The wool and hair are cleaned and get a “lift”.
The remaining sawdust is loosened and removed from the
skin. The blowing system then blows air inside the skin so that the
leftover sawdust and dust is removed, all in one complete cycle.
With its high capacity, this machine is a real time saver and skin improver. The Skin Cleaning Automat gives the skin the optimal look.
Item no.

Product description

Price

The Skin Cleaning Automat T6is 20 cm bigger. There are now 2 skin
holders instead of 1, which increases the speed.
A suction unit that removes sawdust and dust directly to the
container needs to be installed.

Technical data

52500016		 Kongskilde suction fan 4,0 kW, 400 vac, 50 Hz

1.345,00

Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE

52500018		 Kongskilde suction fan 5,5 kW, 400 vac, 50 Hz

1.879,00

Air		 268 l./min and 8 bar

32300018		 Pipe set and Kongskilde suction fan 4,0 kW

2.710,00

Dimensions		 L.: 200 cm W.: 90 cm H.: 160 cm

32300019		
Pipe set, cyclone and Kongskilde suction fan 4,0 kW

3.365,00

KW peak		6,4
Connection		 CEE 16 A plug + Air
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JASOPELS SKIN CLEANING
AUTOMAT T6

IMPRESSIVE EFFECTS AND REDUCED WORKING TIME
The quality of the the skins has risen significantly while skin cleaning has become far more affordable with a new
Jasopels skin cleaning automat T6 on a mink farm owned by John Junge..
An elusive goal to produce large skins but still deliver the best fur
product is slightly more achievable now, once mink breeder John
Junge from Grindsted has bought himself a new skin cleaner.
- Thanks to our new skin cleaner the skins are softer and smoother.
The machine has a system that blows air inside the skin, and this is
something we needed to do manually before.
- What we also noticed is that the machine brushes the skins much
better and I believe that this year we have packed the skins twice as
fast as normally, says John Junge, whose farm counts 6.000 females.
He also pelts about 30.000 mink during the season for other farmers.
The machine processes approx. 350 skins per hour.
- We would rather spend one more day if necessary, since it is really important that the quality is high. We can see that the hair is
combed and lifted perfectly. Before, it could only be achieved by
using a metal comb, conintues John Junge.

Simplicity and impressive effects
Skin cleaning automat has many setting options, you can e.g.
change pressure or speed depending on the skin type and size.
- It is a simple machine, which anyone in the pelting center can operate. You just change the settings to males or females, and then
you set the pressure according to the skin type you plan to process.
- It is really invaluable, the way skins become so soft and smooth on
the leaher side, says John Junge.
The sawdust is being loosened from the mink and sucked away.
Then the waste from the cleaning process is collected in a container
placed under the machine.
- The sawdust from the skins we combed filled one and a half garbage can. Far less sawdust remain on the hair side than it used to,
explains John Junge.
He has been a skin grader for over 30 years and knows, as he says,
how a skin should look like.
- We have tried many different cleaning machines, and it is not
enough to say that this one is better. It is much better. I am really impressed which does not happen very often, concludes John Junge.
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JASOPELS Q-VEX CLIMA
ITEM NO. 34100002

	For precise control of humidity and temperature in the
drying room, especially with MAXI Trolley
	Optimal humidity and temperature control
	The machine will make sure the skins are dried correctly
	
Built-in hygrostat and thermostat, humidity unit and heating unit
	Easy installation – all in one unit
	The machine only requires the connection of electrical
power, water, a ventilation pipe and compressed air

Price excl. installation EUR

10.798,00

Technical data
Dimensions		 W: 60 cm H: 183 cm D: 60 cm
Air quantity		 16.060 m3/hour
KW peak 		9,4
Electricity		 3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
Waterworks water		Normal
Compressed air		 Minimum 5 atm
Connection		 CEE 32 A Plug + Air + Water

HUMIDITY UNIT
ITEM NO. 34400002

Humidity unit for storage and drying room, with hygrostat. Very efficient, with 2 nozzles.

Price excl. installation EUR

2.560,00

JASOPELS STORAGE UNIT
ITEM NO. 34200003

Until 120 cubic meters, excl. installation, EUR

ITEM NO. 34200004

13.500,00

Until 240 cubic meters, excl. installation, EUR

17.560,00
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The Jasopels Storage Unit is designed to be installed in the storage
room. It maintains a temperature of between 10 and 12°C and a humidity of 75-80%.
The unit consists of a fan, a cooling unit, a humidity unit, sensors
and an electronic control unit.

PELTING MACHINES

COMPRESSORS
Item no.

Product description

33300009		 Screw compressor 7.5 kW Reno Monzun 10 HK

Price
*

		 270 liter container & cooling dryer
33300010		 Screw compressor 11 kW Reno Monzun 15 HK

*

		 270 liter container & cooling dryer
33300011		 Screw Compressor 15 kW Reno Monzun 20 HK

*

		 500 liter container & cooling dryer
33300012 		 Compressor Reno 5.5 kW 7.5 HK

*

		 200 liter container
33300017 		 Compressor KGK 300-7522

*

		 Eff. air w/8 bar 680 liters
33300018 		 Screw Compressor 10 HK - 300 liter tank,

*

		 with cooling dryer, eff. air 860 liters w/10 bars
33300019 		 Screw Compressor 15 HK - 300 liter tank,

*

		 with cooling dryer, eff. air 1340 liters w/10 bars
33300020 		 Cooling dryer DRY18, up to 1800 liters/min

*

AVOID PROBLEMS WITH AIR AND WATER
IN THE PELTING CENTER
There is no doubt about the importance of having enough air in
the pelting center. It is unfortunate when operational errors occur during pelting due to pressure loss. Another stumbling block is
when condensation gets into the valves and engine.
The lack of air usually triggers just a short break until the pressure is regained, whereas water in valves and engine can be more
time consuming and more expensive!
If you are looking into switching your compressor, Jasopels recommends purchasing a screw compressor for numerous reasons.

They have a significantly higher performance rate, they are quieter
compared to reciprocating compressors, and most importantly they have an integrated cooling dryer that removes any condensation that forms naturally inside the tubing during temperature fluctuations.
If you have a newer conventional reciprocating compressor you
do not want to replace, you should in any case seriously consider
supplementing with a cooling dryer. It is an inexpensive insurance
against operational interruptions and costly repairs.
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JASOPELS CLIMA
THE SOLUTION FOR YOUR DRYING ROOM!
Available in 4 sizes: 2000,5000,7000 and 10.000 m3 - 		
we have a solution for each drying room!
	Jasopels Clima can heat, cool, humidify or dehumidify.
	It can handle high outside temperatures and high humidity.
	It does not recirculate air - with Jasopels Clima you can ensure
the best climate in your drying room.
	100% fresh air in the drying room.
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JASOPELS CLIMA

PEACEFUL NIGHT'S SLEEP AND LESS EXTRA DRYING WITH
JASOPEL'S CLIMA
A new fully automatic drying system from Jasopels has given the breeders Erik Christensen and Klaus Hermansen a decrease in extra drying and facilitated the workflow in the pelting centre.
Two years ago, Jasopels promised to mink breeder Erik Christensen
a drying device, which could both improve and simplify the work in
the drying room.
- Our old system did not work well enough. If we have skinned 2,000
animals a day, we had to dry up to 300 skins again. We have now reduced this number to approx. 20 skins, so you have to say that Jasopels kept its promise, says Erik Christensen, who has a mink farm
with 9,000 females and in the season skins approx. 50,000 animals.
The main advantage of the new drying system is that the temperature of air on its way in is adjusted while at the same time there is
a continuous air exchange. The operation is simple and an optimal
drying result is achieved.
- We can see that our skins are really good, and we no more get
skins that are as stiff as a board after drying, emphasizes Erik Christensen.
The appliance replaced by Jasopels' drying system required daily inspection and control.
- In the past, I would lie awake at night, wondering whether the
skins would by dry or not when I stepped into the pelting centre
in the morning. It's really fantastic that I can now just focus on the
skinning. It works really well, and so it has all season this year, says
Erik Christensen.

- It has now completely changed, as the new system runs 24 hours
a day, and the appliance ensures uniform drying, even when we run
skins into the drying room, Klaus Hermansen observes.
Since the installation in 2018, Jasopels has updated the operating
system, with several software changes, the possibility of remote
control and monitoring of the system.
- Jasopels is excellent at using energy to make the appliance work at
its optimum. With the new system, we now need to extra-dry very
few skins, so we have achieved a lot, says Klaus Hermansen, who
also emphasizes that the skins are more soft and smooth thanks to
the new drying process.

Drying is no longer 24-hour job
Klaus Hermansen from Bøgballe Mink in Uldum got a Jasopels drying machine installed in 2018, as earlier solutions became too timeconsuming.
- Previously, we had a machine that was really too small. We constantly had to adjust the system and switch the dehumidifier on
and off. It also required us to be in the drying room all the time, and
we had too many skins that needed extra drying, says Klaus Hermansen, who has 10,000 females on his mink farm.
He estimates that for every 1,000 skins he previously had to dry 100
one more time.
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PELTING MACHINES

JASOPELS LABEL MACHINE T2
ITEM NO. 32300033

The label Machine has a label magazine that can use all types of
labels.
Technical data
Air consumption		 0,75 l./min. - 8 bar.
Dimensions		 L.: 41 cm W.: 34 cm H.: 34 cm
Connection		Air

Price EUR
30400008
Senco Staples B05 / 8mm.

51600004
Tension spring 0,3x3x130

3.365,00
SKIN TAGGING

Item no.

Product description

Price

30700010

1

Skin tagging gun, economic

26,35

30700011

2

Needle for skin tagging gun - 5 pcs.

32,10

30700028

3

Skin tags, 20 mm, for Mark II, 5000 pcs.

44,49

1
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3

TAKE PART IN A
TRAINING SESSION AND MAKE MONEY!
With the Jasopels pelting machines work is performed quickly
and correctly. This way efficient working conditions and high
quality of the final product are ensured.
Jasopels are now stronger than ever in their efforts to offer fur farmers the best solutions for skin handling, whether what you want is a
solution for the entire process or just individual machines.
Jasopels provides effective solutions for all phases of the process (putting the animals down, skinning, scraping, stretching and
drying) until the moment when the skins are in the storage room,
ready to be shipped. Every step is performed in the professionally
best possible way.
The machines are designed and developed based on many
years of experience in the fur industry and in general in cooperation
with many clever customers.
In our development department accomplished professionals work
all year long to develop and improve the machines so that we can
always offer you the best products on the market.

In order to make work even easier and more efficient, we have developed a number of unique tools and machines over the years.
Their task is to transport mink skins, bodies and sawdust during the
pelting process so that everything can be done in a single operation cycle, with great efficiency and with work satisfaction as a result.
Jasopels offers all users of new Jasopels machines practical training aimed at allowing them to get the most out of the pelting process and helping them become familiar with the machines before
pelting season.
Last season a couple hundred mink breeders agreed to participate in Jasopels' practical training in the use of the Jasopels WRAP
Machine T6 Maxi Stretch, Jasopels Fleshing Machine T6 and Jasopels
MasteSkin and Jasopels MasterCut .
It gives you overview and energy to keep the pelting center running effectively – e.g. during peak load periods, when it is necessary
to change a spare part – so that you can move the production process forward as soon as possible.

We test the machines thoroughly before they are released for
sale in order to make sure that you get products that are all of high
quality. At the same time we focus significantly on achieving the
best possible working functions.
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BLUE AND SKIN DRUM UPGRADE
OPTIMIZE YOUR DRUMMING
We have finished upgrading our blue drums. Tests conducted with
the help of our clients have shown that you can get more effective
and shorter drumming, as the device has increased its rotational
speed. Tests have also shown that by increasing the speed of emptying the device, the emptying time is shortened, ensuring that the
drum is completely empty EVERY time.

PRICE:
950,- EUR
+ASSEMBLY
AND FREIGHT

FLESHING MACHINE UPGRADE T4/T5/T6
Get the most of your fleshing machine with our upgrades.
One of the new solutions in fleshing machine T4/T5 and T6 is minimising the amount of fat in the beam scraper. This means less maintenance and reduced consumption of sawdust on the beam.
Please contact our sales consultant for further information on this
and many other fleshing machine upgrades.
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SKIN CLEANING AUTOMAT T4/T5 UPGRADE
We have just tested the new upgrade several times and many
breeders who have visited us in Bording have tried it on their own
mink skins. The results were outstanding, and plenty breeders have
already ordered the new upgrade. In current market conditions, you
can earn between DKK 5-15 more per skin that has been brushed
up with our new upgrade, which is why this investment pays for itself in a short time, and also saves the manual work.
"NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO LET GO!"

FØR

PRICE:
3.900,- EUR
+FREIGHT
EFTER

MAXI STRETCH UPGRADE
DOES SIZE MATTER TO YOU?
After completing a pelting season with 175 devices in pelting centers and conducting our own test on 25.000 skins, we can conclude
that the new upgrade is quite revolutionary.
Compared to other older generation wrap machines, an upgraded
Maxi Stretch stretches up to 45% of skins to the next size. In comparison with new generation machines from our competitors, the skin
is stretched to the next size in up to 20% of cases.
”AN INVESTMENT THAT PAYS OFF IN THE FIRST YEAR!”

PRICE:
9.500,- EUR
+ASSEMBLY
AND FREIGHT
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Page Product description

Item no.

Dimensions

9

40100004

L.: 255 cm.

Jasopels Feeding Machine 700

Weight
W.: 87 cm.

H.: 150 cm.

Electricity

760 kg.				

40100007
L.: 325 cm.
W.: 92 cm.
H.: 150 cm.
722 kg.				
40100010
L.: 380 cm.
W.: 92 cm.
H.: 155 cm.
807 kg.				
12
Jasopels Feeding Machine 1500 - 1520 l
40100012
L.: 380 cm.
W.: 92 cm.
H.: 169 cm.
858 kg.				
13
Jasopels Feeding Machine 2000
40100013
L.: 435 cm.
W.: 92 cm.
H.: 169 cm.
1073 kg.				
18
Jasopels Grading Table
12600046
L: 152 cm.
W.: 60 cm.
H.: 164 cm.
150 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE			
19
Jasopels Length Measuring Device
32300032
L: 152 cm.
W.: 60 cm.
H.: 130 cm.
55 kg.
Battery powered			
20
Jasopels Trolly for bodies with 9 tiltable shelves
32500003
L: 215 cm.
W.: 95 cm.
H: 194 cm.
222 kg.				
20
Jasopels Trolly for bodies with 8 tiltable shelves
32500004
L.: 215 cm.
W.: 95 cm.
H.: 194 cm.
202 kg.				
21
Jasopels Body Drum XL
32400013
L.: 400 cm.
W.: 180 cm.
H.: 200 cm.
1167 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
21
Control Unit for Body Drum XL 		
L.: 65 cm.
W.: 56 cm.
H.: 129 cm.
85 kg.
			
22
Jasopels Body Drum
32400012
L.: 240 cm.
W.: 175 cm.
H.: 210 cm.
748 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
22
Jasopels Body Drum with sliding door, right
32400002
L.: 230 cm.
W.: 124 cm.
H.: 182 cm.
400 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
22
Jasopels Body Drum with sliding door, left
32400003
L.: 230 cm.
W.: 124 cm.
H.: 182 cm.
400 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
24
Jasopels Sawdust Heater
32500058
L.: 215 cm.
W.: 75 cm.
H.: 190 cm.
355 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE,
24
Jasopels Skin Drum
32400011
L.: 370 cm.
W.: 170 cm.
H.: 180 cm.
670 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
25
Jasopels Skin Drum with sliding door, left
32400010
L.: 272 cm.
W.: 126 cm.
H.: 199 cm.
516 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
25
Suction Device for Jasopels Body and Skin Drum
32200025
L.: 135 cm.
W.: 66 cm.
H.: 250 cm.
95 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + PE
27
Jasopels Paw Cutter
32100040
L: 65 cm.
W: 58,5 cm.
H: 155 cm.
180 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
29
Jasopels MasterCut
32100079
L.: 95 cm.
W.: 120 cm.
H.: 165 (+50) cm.
415 kg.
3 x 400 volt + n + PE
31
Jasopels Slicing Machine T4 XL
32100006
L: 120 cm.
W.: 65 cm.
H.: 120 cm.
190 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
33
Jasopels MaxiHook T5, right
32100009
L.: 130 cm.
W.: 50 cm.
H.: 66 cm.
95 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
33
Jasopels MaxiHook T5, left
32100010
L.: 130 cm.
W.: 50 cm.
H.: 66 cm.
95 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
34
Skinning Table with stainless table top
32100039
L.: 110 cm.
W.: 125 cm.
H.: 113 cm.
110 kg.				
34
Extra plate for Skinning Table 		
L.: 117 cm.
W.: 45 cm.
H.: 92 cm.
42 kg.
			
35
Jasopels Skinning Machine T4 XL
32100011
L.: 130 cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 150 cm.
203 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + PE
35
Jasopels MasterSkin
32100077
L.: 240 cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 160 cm.
470 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
36
Jasopels Skinning Tower Automatic XL
32100041
L.: 130cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 247 cm.
230 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
36
Jasopels Skinning Tower
32100013
L.: 120 cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 220 cm.
162 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
38
Jasopels Pelting Robot XXL
31200004
L.: 125 cm.
W.: 175 cm.
H.: 230 cm.
850 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
41
Jasopels Fleshing Machine T6
32200006
L.: 500 cm.
W.: 115 cm.
H.: 200 cm.
1410 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
41
Control til Jasoepels Fleshing Machine T6 		 L.: 60 cm.
W.: 40 cm.
H.: 190 cm.					
44
Jasopels Fleshing Machine T4 XL
32200004
L.: 440 cm.
W.: 100 cm.
H.: 190 cm.
1010 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
46
Jasopels Rotating Fleshing Machine 4000 XXL
33100003
L.: 238 cm.
W.: 125 cm.
H.: 184 cm.
405 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
46
Jasopels 1-beam Fleshing Machine
32200067
L.: 250 cm.
W.: 75 cm.
H.: 120 cm.
240 kg.
1x240 VAC 50 Hz		
47
Jasopels Fat Pump
32200024
L.: 150 cm.
W.: 90 cm.
H.: 200 cm.
205 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
47
Jasopels Leather Side Drum
32200036
L.: 240 cm.
W.: 110 cm.
H.: 130 cm.
223 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + PE
52
Jasopels Skin Washer
32300025
L.: 91,5 cm.
W.: 113,5 cm. H.: 141 cm.		
1 x 220-240 Volt 3 AC
55
Jasopels Wrap Machine T6 Maxi Stretch
32300004
L.: 80 cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 125 cm.
185 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
58
Jasopels Boards Carousel – basic model
34500033
L.: 372 cm.
W.: 60 cm
H.: 101 cm. 		
1x220 V+N+PE
58
Jasopels Conveyor Belt for boards
32500114
L.: 400 cm
W.: 100 cm
H.: 104 cm		
3x400 V+N+PE
60
Jasopels Maxi Trolley
34500004
L.: 195 cm.
W.: 85 cm.
H.: 100 cm.
112 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
60
Jasopels Maxi high model
34500038
L.: 190 cm.
W.: 80 cm.
H.: 92 cm.
126 kg
1 x 230 Volt 1P+ N + P
61
Jasopels Soft Brush
31400001
L.: 250 cm.
W.: 90 cm.
H.: 130 cm.
202 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
61
Jasopels Skin Cleaner T3
32300014
L.: 55 cm.
W.: 28 cm.
H.: 63 cm.
36 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + PE
62
Jasopels Skin Cleaning Automat T6
32500001
L.: 200 cm.
W.: 90 cm.
H.: 160 cm.
458 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
64
Jasopels Q-Vex Clima
34100002
L.: 60 cm.
W.: 60 cm.
H.: 183 cm.
125 kg.
3 x 400 Volt + N + PE
			
						
			
						
64
Humidity Unit
34400002
L.: 21 cm.
W.: 30 cm.
H.: 40 cm.
15 kg.
1 x 230 Volt + N + PE
68
Jasopels Label Machine T2
32300033
L.: 41 cm.
W.: 34 cm.
H.: 34 cm.
15 kg.			
11

Jasopels Feeding Machine 950

12

Jasopels Feeding Machine 1500 - 1320 l.
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MACHINE OVERVIEW AND PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
KW peak max

Air

Connection

				

				

				

				

				

			

			

				

				
6 Kw		

CEE 16A plug

			
3 Kw		

CEE 16A plug

1,5 Kw

0,05l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

1,5 Kw

0,05l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

3,75 Kw		

CEE 16A plug

3 Kw		

CEE 16A plug

1,5 Kw

CEE 16A plug + Air

2 l./min. max 8 bar.

2,2 Kw		

CEE 16A plug "can be provided from the drum"

0,3 Kw

60 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

0,3 Kw

600 l./min. and 8 bar

230V plug + Air

1,1 Kw

2 l./cykle, max 8 bar.

230V plug - AC/DC relay + Air

1,1 Kw

2 l./cykle, max 8 bar.

230V plug - AC/DC relay + Air

1,5 kW

				

			
1,5 Kw

2,0 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug +Air

2,78 Kw

2,0 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air		

2,2 Kw

0,77 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug - AC/DC relay

2,2 Kw

0,77 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug - AC/DC relay

3,75 Kw

600 l./min. + min. 8 bar

CEE 16A plug - AC/DC relay + Air

15,88 Kw

10 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 32A plug - AC/DC relay + Air + Water

CEE 16A plug + Air

					
13,68 Kw

10 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 32A plug + Air

2,24 Kw

5 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

6 bar og 20 l/min.

CEE 16 A

		

7,7 Kw		

CEE 16A plug + 4x1,5 og 7x1,5 for start signal from Fleshing Machine

0,55 Kw		

CEE 16A plug

1,8 Kw		
1,5 Kw

40 l./min. and min. 8 bar

230V stik - AC/DC relay + Air

Max 0,4 Kw		

CEE 16 A

Max 0,4 Kw		

CEE 16 A + stik

0,25 Kw		

CEE 16A 2 pole plug blue

0,4 kW		

CEE

0,92 Kw

50 l./min. and max 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

0,37 Kw

1 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug

6,4 Kw

268 l./min. and 8 bar.

CEE 16A plug + Air

9,4 Kw

Airflow 16.060 m3/time

CEE 32A plug + Air + Water

						

Heating element 9 kW.

						

Compressed air 5 atm.

0,3 Kw		

			

0,75 l./min. - 8 bar.

In terminal + Luft + Water
Air
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STAINLESS
Our 7 – compartment STAINLESS cage with a thick 2,45 mm bottom wire and 2,00 mm top- and rear wire and blue PVC partitions
walls is an excellent alternative to the standard stainless cage as
you get 1/6 extra compartment on the same space for a lower
price.

8 compartment STAINLESS cage with breeding box.

The currently low prices of stainless steel have also influenced the
fur industry. Jasopels A/S sells the
strongest and hardest stainless
steel on the market and is now
selling a complete SS cage at the
price about 25% lower than in former years.

ASSEMBLED CAGES
Item no.

Product description

Price

20100197		 Top part of double cage 3D with blue
		 PVC partition wall premium, incl. front door

*

*

*

*

		 14”x77”x18” incl. front door and wire

		 Incl. front door, pure PREMIUM

		 Stainless bottom, with bent 9” 2,45 mm

		 stainless feeding wire

*

*

*

20200006		 6/90 cm ¾”x1” Stainless
*

		 2 x bottom, with bent, completely stainless

*

20100010		 6/90 cm MAXI
		 With 2 x MAXI PREMIUM 2,45 mm
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*

		 Stainless bottom, with bent 9” 2,45 mm and
*

20100023		 6/90 cm MAXI

All cages are also available as completely STAINLESS cages

*

20300009		 6/90 cm ¾”x1”

		 Stainless bottom, with bent 9” 2,45 mm and

		 With 2 x MAXI PREMIUM, Ø 2,45 mm

		 PVC partition wall premium, incl. front door

20300004		 6/90 cm MAXI top wire

20300019		 6/90 cm ¾”x1”

		 stainless feeding wire

Price

20100002		 Top part 6 compartments 27”

20300018		 6/90 cm MAXI top wire
		 Stainless bottom, with bent 9” 2,45 mm

Product description

20100006		 Top part 14” 3 animals

20100016		 Top part 6 compartments 27”
		 Incl. front door, pure PREMIUM

Item no.

20100198		 Top part of double cage 3D with blue

20100019		 Top part 14” 3 animals
		 14”x77”x18” incl. front door and wire

UNASSAMBLED CAGES

*

BREEDING BOXES

BREEDING BOXES
It is a priority for us to keep developing products that are durable
and highly functional, which is why we are able to offer you the
most attractive breeding box on the market. Our breeding boxes
are made of 11 layers of hard-pressed birch plywood.
A unique groove in the rear panel for the locking spring, which ensures a pleasant and easy open/close function. Thanks to the tapered
grooves in the panels, the countersunk holes have no annoying edges. All mountings are of stainless steel, so the quality is perfect.
We have a very strong standard program regarding deliveries of
many types of breeding boxes at attractive prices.
	All holes are pre-drilled to ensure correct mounting of
fittings
	All partition walls are pre-drilled to ensure correct assembly
of boxes
	Unique grooves in the rear panels eliminate the need to
install locks
	120 mm hole in the front panel. Can also be ordered with
130 mm hole

”NO MORE SORE FINGERS ”

PATENTED

Newly developed closing mechanisms for nesting boxes.
Jasopels team tries every day to find new solutions to make everyday work easy for you and your employees.
Here is one of the new products that is certainly a pleasure to
have on your farm.
It can be used in virtually all models, also when you want to replace your old type lids.
Order a sample from your sales representative.

DOORS
Item no.

Product description

Price

20100152		 Locking spring , ass, 9”x12”, 1”x1”

*

20100144		 Bottom doors 12”x11”, 1/2”x1”

*

20100138		 Cage door 12”x11”, combi, with hinges

*

20100137		 Cage door 12”x11”, 1/2”x1” with hinges

*

20100141		 Cage door 12”x12”, combi with hinges

*

Doors are also available in STAINLESS wire
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BREEDING BOXES
Item no.

Product description

Price

21200014		 Breeding box, 6 compartments, brich plywood, incl. nest
*

		 Nesting box - without cover
21200009		 Breeding box, 6 compartments, birch type, ass. 12"x9"

*

		 Adjust. height - without cover
21100008		 Breeding box, 6 compartments, Dutch type, ass 12"x9"

*

		 Adjust. height - without cover
21100011		 Breeding box, 6 compartments, Dutch type, ass., incl. nest

*

		 ass., plastic, with cover, without shutter 12"x9"

BREEDING BOXES XL-BOX
Item no.

Product description

Price

21200011		 Breeding box XL, 6 compartments, birch, incl. nest 12''x11'' or
		 12'' x 10'' incl. nest, without shutter. Note: without cover

*

21200010		 Breeding box XL, 6 compartments, birch, ass., 11x12" - Special
		 for double cage with adjust. height. Note: without cover

*

NESTS
Item no.
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Product description

Price

20100160		 Nest, plastic, 9"x12", witout lid

*

20100163		 Nest 9"x12", with stainless lid 1"x3/4"

*

20100166		 Nest, plastic, 10"x12" with Crapal lid

*

20100168		 Nest, plastic, 11"x12" with lid

*

20100104		 Plastic nest bottom, 9"x12", 1/2"x1"

*

20100154		 Locking spring, 9" x 12", 1"x1"

*

BREEDING BOXES

PUPPY NET CRAPALPREMIUM®
Product description

Item no.
20100065

1

Price
*

Puppy net, 90 cm, plastic without frame

		 11,5"x36" = 29 cm x 91 cm
20100066		 Puppy net, 90 cm. plastic with frame

*

		 11,5"x36" = 29 cm x 91 cm
20300024		 Frame for puppy net, 90 cm
20100205

2

*

Holder for 75 cm puppy net. Holder is clipped on the short

*

		 puppy net, so you avoid accumulation of manure

WE MAKE ALL
FORMS OF
WIRE PANELS

1

2

WIRE PANELS AND REPAIR WIRES
Product description

Item no.

Price

20100088

1

Bottom wire, COMBI, 36” x 77”, 1” x 1” 1,5” 2,45 mm, premium

*

20200059

2

Bottom panel, stainless 45” x 77”, 2,45mm,

*

		 bent 9 x 1” + 17” x 1,5 x 1,5 + 1 x 2”
2010

3

*

Bottom repair wire, COMBI,

		 36” x 12”, 1” x 1” x 1,5”, 2,45 mm, premium
20100208

4

Partition wall repair wire, 5,5” x 36”, 0,5” x 1”, premium

*

21100023

5

Linning ring, stainless, ø 120 x 13,5 mm

*

2110

6

Linning ring, stainless, ø 128,4 x 13,5 mm

*

20100074

7

Feeding wire 1” x 1” 8” x 77” 2,00 mm

*

20200045

8

Feeding wire, stainless, 1” x 1” 9” x 77” 2,00 mm

*

20100105

9

Wire for door 12” x 9” 1" x 1" 2,00 mm premium

*

20200069 10

Wire for door 12” x 9” 1" x 1" 2,00 mm stainless

*

20100119 11

Wire for door 12” x 11” 0,5" x 1" 1,65/1,83 mm premium

*

20200074 12

Wire for door 12” x 11” 0,5" x 1" 1,75 mm stainless

*

20200077 13

Wire for door 12” x 11” COMBI 1,75 mm stainless

*

20100138 14

Cage door for 6 rooms 12" x 11" COMBI

*

21200027 15

Front panel for 6 rooms, birch plywood,

*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

16

17

18

		 206 cm, ø 120 / 130 mm, complete
20200084 16
2010

17

Cage door for 6 rooms 12" x 11" COMBI, stainless

*

Plastic nest bottom 12” x 10,5” 0,5” x 1”,

*

		 bent 1,5” up, 2,15/2,33 mm
20100104 18

Plastic nest bottom 12” x 9” 0,5” x 1”,

*

		 bent 1,5” up, 2,15/2,33 mm

13

14

15
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CRAPALPREMIUM®
CrapalPremium® Sold only by Jasopels.
CrapalPremium® is ArcelorMittal WireSoltuions’ patented zink+
aluminium+magnesium alloy.
This extra anti-rust alloy is especially designed for users who have
high expectations regarding the product’s lifespan.
CrapalPremium® is an anti-rust alloy that consists of 95% zink and
5% aluminium as well as a controlled content of magnesium. CrapalPremium® can also be delivered in plasticized coils and panels.
Based on this unique combination of elements Jasopels A/S produces a cage called MAXI PREMIUM. MAXI because we use 2 bottom
panels made of 2,45mm thick wire, turned ”against each other” so
that bottom-, rear- and top wire are 2,45mm. PREMIUM as it is obviously the abovementioned strong alloy which at the same time
makes the wire smoother and thus easier to keep clean, unlike standard Aluzinc cages. The cage is reversible, once the shelf is placed correctly in the middle. This type of cage finally eliminates the problem
of corrosion which always occurs when a cage has stainless steel bottom but AZ partition walls and rear panels.
Item no.

Product description

JASOPELS – WHEN TOP QUALITY MUST BE
AT THE RIGHT PRICE!

WIRE PANELS

Price

Item no.

Product description

Price

20100073		 Feeding wire 1"x1" x   8"x77", bwg/12,5

*

20100082		 Back wire 1" x 1" x 18" x 77" Ø2,00

*

20100074		 Feeding wire 1"x1" x   8"x77", bwg/14

*

20100090		 Bottom wire Maxi PREMIUM 45" x 77, bent

*

20100078		 Feeding wire 1"x1" x 9"x77", bwg/14

*

		 Feeding wire PREMIUM can be delivered also in 2,45 mm

20200058		 Bottom panel, stainless 23x1,5" + 1x2" Ø2,45

*

20100208 		 Wire panel Premium ½ x 1" 5" x 36"

*

20200059		 Bottom panel, stainless 9x1"+17"x1,5+1x2" Ø2,45

*

20100209		 Wire panel plast ½ x 1" 5" x 36"

*

20100088		 Bottom wire, combi 1" x 1" x1½" x 36" - 91 c

*

20200115		 Wire panel RF ½ x 1" 5" x 36"

*

20100042		 Partition wall 18"x 36" 45 cm Crapal unass

*

Feeding wire premium is also available in 2,45 mm

JASOPELS WIRE PANEL
Bottom wire panels are with 9” bent. Top wire panels are bent 9”
down. In this way the bottom wire panel 9” put together with the
top wire panel 9” bent down make up together a back wire of 18”
in height.
The panel is made so that it can be integrated into e.g. a 6-compartment, 7-compartment or 8-compartment block.
77''
12x3/4'' or 9x1''
45''
17x1,5''
9''

1x2''
3x1/2'' 7x1''

Bottom wire panel is:
	super smooth and therefore easy to keep clean
	long-lasting
	available in thickness 2,0 and 2,45 mm
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BREEDING BOXES

MOUNTINGS, FITTINGS AND HOGRINGS
Product description

Item no.

Price

21100028

1

Angle hinge 65 x 65 x 11 mm

0,30

21100027

2

Angle hinge 110 mm x 20 mm 2,04 mm

0,35

21100018

3

Locking plate for breeding box

0,20

21100020

4

Metal whirl

0,25

21100026

5

Cage hook for breeding box, stainless

0,30

12300084

6

Band for breeding box, 14 cm x 50 m.

12300088

7

Manual band rewinder

22100355

8

Torx screws for front doors 3,5 x 15, 200 pcs.

5,27

21100033

9

Shutter/bulkhead rail, stainless

0,35

Shutter/bulkhead, galvanized, for 12 cm hole 140 mm. wide
Shutter, “fork model”

21100039 12

Alu. plate, hole in the middle

1,95

21100038 13

Alu. plate, hole on the side

1,95

21100037 14

Spring for cage door, stainless

0,25

21100047 15

Cage hook, 12,8 cm

0,60

21100054 16

Cage hook, 95,8 cm

0,80

22100039 17

Cage card holder, Morsø, plastic, with screw

0,20

22100037 18

Cage card holder, stainless, short, without screw

0,20

22100038 19

Cage card holder, stainless, long, without screw

0,30

22100036 20

Cage card holder, Morsø, plastic, double, multi

0,35

22100041 21

Cage card holder, stainless, double, BK model

3,75

20100027 22

Loose hogrings 1/2" aluminium/zinc

1,35
12,85

10,15

20100026		
Loose hogrings 3/8” Crapal alu/zink

10,15

20200016		
Loose hogrings 1/2" stainless, approx. 1100 pcs./kg

16,25

20200015		
Loose hogrings 3/8” stainless, approx. 1100 pcs./kg

16,25

C-rings 3/8" aluminium/zinc magazine 15.680 pcs.

20100034 24

A-16 rings alu magazine 1.000 pcs.

20200024		
A-16 rings stainless magazine

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

27,00

21100036 11

20200022		
C-rings 3/8" stainless, magazine 15.680 pcs.

2

280,40

21100034 10

12200094 23

1

85,00
125,30
12,90
37,16
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PLIERS/TONGS
Item no.

1

2

3

Product description

Price
45,00

12600013

1

Pliers/tong, Swedish

12600014

2

Pliers/tong, with magazine, Ottensten

12600009

3

Jasopels C-ring pistol

675,00

12600018

4

Cutter, pneumatic, MR-20

338,00

12600021		
Cutter, pneumatic, MR-30 A, Large
12600019

5

Jaws for MR-20, P6

12600022		
Jaws for MR-30 A P8P, Large

4

62,85

405,00
82,50
105,30

5

TOYS/SHELVES
Product description

Item no.

1

6

2

3

4

5

7

8

Price

12600080

1

Tube GVA R120 x 155 x 5 mm

0,80

12600082

2

Tube, Ø40 mm GM

0,40

20100124

3

Shelf for cage 12 x 14” rolled

1,60

20100096

4

Shelf for cage 5"x11" wire/frame

0,81

12600069

5

Uniq screen, 16 mm

3,30

12600072

6

Screen module, NF, plastic, black

1,60

12600078

7

Spring for toy tube holder

0,39

12600079

8

Holder for toy tube

0,26

12600113

8

Holder for toy tube, stainless

0,75

FLIGHT TRANSPORT BOXES
Product description

Item no.

Price

12600055		 Flight box, 5 compartments, female

*

12600056		 Flight box, 4 compartments, male

*

12600093		 Wire + plastic, 5 compartments
		 For males (compartment = 5"x 6")
12600104

2

1

*

Wire + plastic, 4 compartments

		 For males (compartment = 5"x 7")

*

12600094		 Separating paper for flight boxes
		 75 cm x 115 cm

1

12200088
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Product description

Item no.
2

Drinking cup for mink, double

*
Price
0,90

WATER

WATER EQUIPMENT
Product description

Item no.

Price

12200028

1

Drinking valve, biting, Gjøl, green

*

12200030

2

Drinking valve, biting, thermo, Gjøl, green

*

12200023

3

Valve, biting, stainless, white, Columbus

*

12200024

4

Valve, biting, stainless, black, Columbus

*

12200020

5

Valve, biting, ØKO, incl. steel holder, Morsø

*

12200015

6

Gasket for valve

*

12200012

7

Valve holder, single

*

12200013		
Retaining spring til valve, Double

*

12200014		
Retaining spring til Forelco Thermoslange

*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

21

12200021

8

Metal holder for Morsø valves

*

12200034

9

Metal holder for drinking valve, stainless

*

12200041 10

Connector, black, 3/4", with inner gasket, Forelco

*

12200038 11

Connector, RG, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200037 12

Connector, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200040 13

Hose connection without screw cap, 3/4”, for pipe

*

12200039 14

Hose connection with screw cap, 3/4”, for pipe

*

12200056 15

Angle, RG, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200057 16

Angle 3/4” with screw cap

*

12200058 17

Angle 3/4” without screw cap

*

12200055 18

Angle, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200054 19

T-pipe, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200053 20

T-piece, RG, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200059 21

Screw cap, RG, foe PEL hose

*

12200062 22

Plastic tap, 3/4", for PEL hose

*

12200074 23

Reducing valve, RG, without manometer

*

12200075 24

Manometer for reducing valve

*

12200076 25

Repair kit for RG reducing valve

*

12200087 26

Draining for drinking valve, Morsø

*

12200088 27

Drinking cup, Berima, double

*

12200044 28

Thermopipe, Gjøl, 6 rooms, 206 cm, incl. green valves

*

12200035 29

PEL hose, 3/4", 100 m

*

12200065 30

Loop, complete

*

50500071 31

Clamp 3/4, 22-32 mm

*

12200099 32

Drinking tube for puppies 0,5 l, clear, incl. ventile

*

19

20

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32
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MINK SHEDS

MINK SHEDS
A mink shed is a part of a mink breeder’s production facilities.
Therefore, Jasopels’ main premise says:
The PRODUCTION should take place in the sheds. Effectively and
at low cost. With equipment which provides optimal conditions for
animals. Because good animal welfare results in better skins and
thus, higher income.

All innovation at Jasopels is focused on the quality of the final
product.
To improve the efficiency and optimize work at a mink farm, regardless of whether it comes to sheds and equipment, or machines and
farm articles.
That is why feeding passages in Jasopels mink sheds are 140 cm
wide to support more effective operation, 70 cm wide ridges for
providing more light and at the same time 70x70 mm purlins to resist huge amounts of snow and heavy storms.

140 CM FEEDING PASSAGE

12 ROWS MINK SHEDS
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MINK SHEDS

RAFTER CONSTRUCTION
The wood is planed and of the best quality.
All the rafters for 2-, 4- and 6-row halls are supplied in bundles, and
may be used as DIY construction. 1
All rafters come with brackets for nest boxes, factory fitted
on the rafter. 2
All rafters are calculated by the rafters supplier, and of course, comply with Danish legislation. 3

1

2

3

In addition, Jasopels can at
any time deliver rafters to
size, in case sheds must be
lengthened or you need specially designed rafters. We do
not take additional fees for
measuring the rafters.

ROOFING SHEETS
Roof sheets of 2-row sheds can be delivered in FULL length.
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MINK SHEDS

FRONT AND WALL PANELLING
Front and wall panelling is provided with
Plastisol-treated trapezoidal plates.

ROOF GUTTERS
The gutters supplied are by default STEEL ROOF GUTTERS from
LINDAB.

HALLS WITH FIRE VENTILATION
Closed sheds are equipped bird- and snow-proof ventilation.
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MINK SHEDS

ROOFLIGHTS
ROOFLIGHTS – rooflights are as standard available in 1,2 mm thick
sheets but our POLYCARBONATE sheets can be highly recommended as they are much more resistant to UV radiation, which has increased in intensity over last several years.

RIDGES
The ridges delivered are in the best available quality.
They are 1.5 mm thick, UV-resistant and extra stiff, which makes the
installation easy and ensures that the curved shape is maintained
after installation.

80 cm
70 cm

Product description

Item no.

60 cm

Price

22100129		 Ridge 50 cm x 25 m, white, 29 rolls/pallet

*

22100130		 Ridge 60 cm x 25 m, white, 29 rolls/pallet

*

22100131		 Ridge 70 cm x 25 m, white, 29 rolls/pallet

*

22100133		 Ridge 80 cm x 25 m, white, 29 rolls/pallet

*

22100127		 Ridge 100 cm, white, max. 25 m/rolls

*

STEEL CONSOLES
Product description

Item no.
21100061

1

Steel console

22100008 		 Steel consol, model Uniq

Price
*
*

Jasopels produces galvanized steel consoles for cages, breeding
boxes and manure pipes. They can be used in sheds with steel rafters etc.
The consoles can be found in various versions: with “feet”
– for mounting on concrete floors and other level surfaces or
with longer “legs” for imbedding. The consoles are made of
30 mm rectangular pipes with welded-on galvanized brackets for
manure pipes and plates for mounting of mink data cards.
1
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MINK SHEDS

MANURE SYSTEMS

PUMPS
Item no.

Jasopels does not compromise…
Jasopels offer the most flexible manure system on the market –
tailored to your farm and your needs. We are ready to deliver back
flush systems with dry-mounted pumps.
We do not compromise when it comes to our common goal the environment. All materials are therefore approved for this purpose and the installation is, of course, performed by specially
trained employees. Jasopels offers all the commonly known manure systems, both Farmcat and wire drive solutions.

JASOPELS FARMCAT
Efficient manure removal with the Jasopels FarmCat.
The wireless Jasopels FarmCat handles automatic manure removal of the mink shed accurately and efficiently with minimal
maintenance necessary.
The new FarmCat is fitted with a more powerful motor, improved forward drive, more powerful battery with triple battery life,
automatic charging between operation intervals, and new, futureproofed control system that can be adjusted individually in relation
to requirements on the individual farm.
Item no.

Product description

Price

Product description

Price

23100103		 Pump 6,5 hp, dry mounting

*

23100101		 Pump, 2 hp, back flush, complete

*

23100099		 Control cabinet with interval start

*

23100095		 Tank overflow 160 mm, galvanized

*

23100104		 Dry well 1000 x 2000 mm

*

GUTTERS AND FITTINGS
Item no.

Product description

Price

23100026		 Manure pipe, Gjøl, grey, 350 mm of 6 m.

*

23100049		 Drain, Gjøl, grey/black, excl. gutter

*

23100028		 End, Gjøl, grey, 350 mm

*

23100029		 Suspension for Gjøl drain, 680 mm, incl. bolt

*

23100033		 Hanger for Gjøl end panel

*

23100034		 Suspension strap, flat steel 20x3 mm

*

23100052		 Manure scraper, manual for Gjøl

*

23100018		 Set og gutters 6 pcs, screws + silicone

*

23100111		 Jasopels FarmCat, double, right
		 Running over fallout middle

*

23100112		 Jasopels FarmCat, double, left
		 Running over fallout middle

*

23100115		 Jasopels FarmCat Type 2, right/single for > 50 spans

*

23100116		 Jasopels FarmCat Type 2, left/single for > 50 spans

*

	Minimal maintenance
	Made of stainless steel
	Double wheel drive
	Single model – for fallout
in the rear
	Double model – for fallout
in the middle

FEED SILOS
Feed silos are available in the following capacities:
Single:
2500 l./3300 l./4000 l./5000 l./6000 l./7000 l.
Double:
2 x 2500 l./2 x 3000 l./2 x 3500 l./ 2 x 4000 l./ 2 x 5000 l./ 2 x 6000
l./ 2 x 7000 l.
Staircase for stainless silo.

Call us to learn more and get a quote.
Walkway from 600 x 1500 mm to 600 x 5.000 mm in length
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The following General sales and delivery terms shall apply to all deliveries from
Jasopels A/S (Jasopels) unless otherwise expressly agreed.

9. Retention of title
9.1.	Jasopels shall retain title in the goods sold until payment is made.

1. Drawings, tools, etc.
1.1. 	All drawings and other technical documents which Jasopels may choose to
deliver to the Customer shall remain Jasopels’ property and shall not be copied,
reproduced or otherwise wrongfully used.

10.	Force majeure etc.
10.1.	In the event of force majeure, including strikes and stoppages, lockouts, fire,
flooding, major breakdowns, extensive interruptions to operations, acts of war,
import and export bans, seizure, government measures, obstruction by ice,
wreck or loss of ship, transport delays, non-delivery or defective delivery from
subcontractors, raw material or energy shortages or any other events over
which Jasopels has no control, Jasopels shall be entitled to postpone or cancel
execution of an order. The Customer shall not be entitled to claim damages or
make any other claims against Jasopels in the event of such postponement or
cancellation.

2. Designs
2.1. 	Jasopels reserves the right, without prior notification, to make design changes
which do not affect the specified function. With respect to products made to
the Customer’s specifications, the Customer shall guarantee that the products
do not infringe third party’s intellectual property rights.
3. Foreign goods
3.1. 	Goods which are handed over to Jasopels for processing or any other materials
handed over to Jasopels and which belong to the Customer shall be stored at
the Customer’s expense and risk. Jasopels thus disclaims any liability for loss or
damage, and it shall be the Customer’s own responsibility to take out insurance.
4. Delivery of mink barns
4.1. 	The Customer shall take out and maintain a contractor's all risks insurance until
defects identified on handing-over have been remedied. Jasopels shall be
included as insured.
4.2.	The Customer shall set out the defining main lines and heights (levels), but all
other setting out shall be done by Jasopels.
4.3. 	The Customer shall obtain and pay for all required permits for the construction
work.
4.4.	The Customer shall carry the risk for obstructions resulting from subsoil water
and soil conditions, contamination etc.
4.5.	Service pipes and lines for drainage, electricity etc. shall be installed on the
construction site by the customer.
5. Offers and acceptance
5.1.	Unless otherwise specified, offers from Jasopels shall be valid for fourteen (14)
days from the date of the offer.
5.2. 	The Customer’s acceptance in writing shall be without reservations with respect
to the terms specified in the offer and it shall be received by Jasopels before the
deadline for acceptance. In the event that the acceptance is inconsistent with
the offer, the acceptance shall be deemed to be a new offer. Jasopels shall not
be bound by the content of the acceptance unless Jasopels has accepted the
new offer in writing and it is evident from the circumstances that Jasopels was
aware of the inconsistency.
6. Price
6.1.	
Prices quoted are based on current prices and costs, including material
prices, wages and other manufacturing costs, on the date of the offer/order
confirmation. Changes in the above prices and costs prior to delivery, including
changed or new taxes or duties, shall entitle Jasopels to adjust the offered/
confirmed prices accordingly.
7. Delivery
7.1.	Delivery of goods from Jasopels shall be according to INCOTERMS 2010 EX
WORKS Jasopels’ address in Bording, Denmark, unless otherwise agreed.
7.2.	Should Jasopels choose to effect delivery of the goods to the Customer,
Jasopels shall be acting as the Customer’s agent at the Customer’s expense
and risk. In such cases, the right to dispose of the goods in transport law shall
remain with Jasopels, which will also be entitled to effect delivery freight collect.
Delivery in such cases will normally be by road.
7.3.	The delivery date shall be calculated from the date on which Jasopels receives
full information concerning the execution of the order, including all requisite
technical details and formalities.
7.4.	All delivery dates are approximate. A delay can only be deemed to be material
after minimum thirty (30) days from the agreed delivery date.
8. Payment
Payment shall be made net cash. In the event of late payment, interest of two (2)
8.1.	
per cent per month or part of a month shall be incurred. In the event of default
by the Customer on the terms of payment, Jasopels shall be entitled to suspend
fulfilment of all remaining orders from the Customer. If the arrears are not paid by
a further short deadline fixed by Jasopels, Jasopels shall be entitled to cancel all
agreements concluded with the Customer.

11. 	Complaints and period of limitation
11.1.	The Customer shall examine the delivered goods immediately upon receipt.
11.2.	Complaints shall be made in writing and for visible defects and defects which
ought to have been discovered when the Customer examined the goods, cf.
point 11.1, no later than eight (8) days from the latter of the invoice date and the
date of delivery. In other cases, complaints shall be made no later than eight
(8) days after the Customer became aware of the circumstance occasioning the
complaint. The complaint will otherwise not be considered.
11.3.	Jasopels’ liability for defects, cf. point 12.2 below, shall lapse if Jasopels has not
received a complaint from the Customer within one (1) year of delivery of the
goods.
12.	Liability
12.1.	In the event of delays attributable to Jasopels, Jasopels shall be liable for the
Customer’s documented losses due to the delays in accordance with the
general rules of Danish law. However, no compensation shall be granted to the
Customer for any operating loss, loss of profit or other indirect loss, including
loss as a result of the Customer’s legal relationship with third parties, and the
compensation shall be limited to and shall not exceed the agreed purchase
price for the delayed goods.
12.2.	In the event of defects in the delivery which may be claimed against Jasopels,
Jasopels shall be entitled, at its discretion, to remedy the defect or make a
replacement delivery as long as this is done within thirty (30) days of the
Customer’s timely complaint submitted in writing to Jasopels in such a way that
it is possible for Jasopels to decide whether to remedy the defect or make a
replacement delivery. In the event that the delivery has been carried outside
Denmark by the Customer, the Customer shall either transport the delivery
to Denmark at its own expense or pay all Jasopels’ extra costs of remedying
the defect outside Denmark. In the event that Jasopels remedies the defect
or makes a replacement delivery, the Customer shall not be entitled to make
any other claims against Jasopels as a result of the discovered defects. In the
event that Jasopels does not remedy the defect or make a replacement
delivery, Jasopels shall pay compensation under the general rules of Danish
law. However, no compensation shall be granted to the Customer for any
operating loss, loss of profit or other indirect loss, including loss as a result of
the Customer’s legal relationship with third parties, and the compensation shall
be limited to an amount equalling the costs of remedying the defect in the
delivery and shall not exceed the agreed purchase price.
12.3.	Jasopels assumes no liability for product liability which does not follow from the
mandatory rules of the Danish Product Liability Act. In particular, Jasopels shall
not be liable for operating loss or any other indirect loss. To the extent to which
Jasopels incurs product liability to a third party, the Customer shall indemnify
Jasopels to the same extent to which Jasopels has limited its liability as above.
The Customer shall agree to be sued in the court which hears the product
liability case against Jasopels.
13.	Venue and choice of law
13.1.	The agreed venue for any disputes between the parties shall be Herning Court,
Haraldsgade 28, 7400 Herning, Denmark. Jasopels shall, however, be entitled,
alternatively and at its discretion, to bring a case before the court at the location
of the Customer’s business premises as an alternative.
13.2.	Any dispute between the parties shall be settled in accordance with Danish law,
apart from the Danish international applicable law rules.
March 2020
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CONTACTS

WORLD WIDE AGENTS
Springbrook
Fur Farm Limited
1561 Berlett’s Road,
St. Agatha, Ontario, N0B 2L0,
Canada
Phone: + 1 519 885 0970
Fax:
+ 1 519 885 2373
E-mail: springbrk@golden.net
Ipves
Nijkerkerstraat 51
3882 LD Putten, Holland
Phone: + 31 341 769 094
Mob: + 31 06 11406122
Email: info@ipves.nl
Savi di Pozza
Luciano
Contra Pezzini, 2
36062 Conco VI, Italy
Phone: + 39 042 470 0379
Fax:
+ 39 042 470 0379
Mob: + 39 339 755 7356
E-mail: pozzaluciano@alice.it

Ert Eelmets
Ertel.ee OÜ
Vääna 7-18
11612 Tallinn, Estonia
Phone: + 37 250 316 42
E-mail: ert@ertel.ee
info@ertel.ee
skype: ert.eelmets
Jasopels Sp. z o.o.
Ul. Łukowska 12
64-600 Oborniki, Poland
Phone: +48 61 892 70 92
E-mail: biuro@jasopels.pl

Einar Johan Sirevåg
Kråfjellet 9
4364 Sirevåg, Norway
Phone: + 47 909 652 01
Fax:
+ 47 514 366 36
E-mail: ej-si@online.no
Oy Petsmo Products Ab
Kruunantie 30
FIN-65230 Vaasa
Finland
Phone: +358 20 7908 611
Fax: +358 63234 655
E-mail:
jens.osterberg@petsmoproducts.fi
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Agapel Pelting
Recinto ferial, pabellón 5
36540 Silleda (Pontevedra)
Spain
Phone: (+34) 682 606 290
E-mail: agapel@agapel.es

UAB Žvėrininkystės Įranga
Glaudenu km. Šalteikio 36
Klaipedos r.
LT-92336, Lithuania
Phone: +37061254601
Email: rrybakas@gmail.com
zverininkyste@gmail.com

JASOPELS INTERNATIONAL ADDRESS
Fabriksvej 19 · DK-7441 Bording, Denmark
Phone: +45 98 42 05 66
e-mail: info@jasopels.dk
Webpage: www.jasopels.com

Shanghai Petsmo
Trading Co., Ltd.
Puxing Road, Fangxian District
Room 180
Sixth Building No. 8989
Shanghai, China
Att.: John Asmussen
Mob: (+45) 60 62 21 53
(+86) 1368 3646572

Monday - Thursday
Friday

8.00 - 16.00 CET
8.00 - 12.00 CET

